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ABSTRACT

The dispersed nature of popuiation and employment cen[res has meant that n-ansit

properties in most North American cities have had to expand and adjust their u-ansit

services at an increased cost, whiie loosing ridership to the automobiie, due to the decrease

in their efficiency in servicing these outlyíng suburban areas. Thus the piacement, design

and functioning of bus station/terminals at major regional town centres or shopping

facilities has significantiy impacted on the operation of many transit properries, ofren

improving quality of sewice delivered.

The purpose of this pracdcnm is to investigate the placement of exclusive public ti-ansit

facilities (terminals and stations) at regional commercial shopping malls. This practicum

proposes to examine existing terminal and station locations in the city of Winnipeg, and

wiil review similar facilities in the cities of Burnaby, Edmonton, Mississuaga, Ottawa, and

QLrebec City. An evaluation of current station planning practices and implementation is

dorte with the review of basic planning and design principies and with the utilization of a

p as s en ger/opelator survey.

Finally the practicum puts forth an implementation strategy with oprimum balance of

social, economic, legai, and d.esign considerations in mind, together with an appropriate

framework in which pianning and development of future stations may occur in the city of
Winnipeg.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

"Good transportation and communicatíon are not only among the most
dfficult things to achieve; they are also basic necessiries."

Jane Jacobs, The dearh and life of Grear American Ciries (1961, 339).

Introduction

The practicum explores the underlying link between mass h'ansit and iand use in

Canadian cities. Land use for the purpose of this practicum wili focus on the use of land as

a locus of urban activity. An efficient land use pattetn is therefore predicated, on the ability

of people to move about the differing loci of urban acitivity. As cities become more dense

because of energy and economic consü'aints of the future, a case for greater use of public

transit becomes evident. As city governments begin to recognize the need for better

provision of pLrblic transit services, efficiency, economy, and convienence wiil be of
importance in planning for better public h'ansportation. There is a need to sn'eamiine rhe

current systems a¡d make them more effective in connecting people with the different u¡ban

activities they must access a¡ound their city. Transit bus stations are one such opportunity

to aid in the improvement of current ü'ansit operations in order to meet the needs for the

fäture city.

The pu¡pose of this practicum is to investigate the placement of exclusive public transit

facilities (terminals and stations) at regional commercial shopping malls. This practicum

examines existing station facilities in the cities of Vancouver, Edmonton, Mississuaga,

Ottawa, and Québec City along with existing station locations in the city of 'Winnipeg. An

evaluation of existing Winnipeg Transit policies ¡elated to sration placement and

development is be done, with recommendations that foliow.



The Nature of the Problem

Modern planning practice has assumed that shoppers in regional shopping centres

would travel by automobile in order to reach their destination. In fact, the regional

shopping centre was born in the late 1950s and early 1960s along with the development

and implementation of the limited access freeway. As a result of this, regional shopping

centres generally have been located far away from the old inner city areas and aiong

freeways to minimize land costs while obtaining the best possible road accessibility. The

iocation of these centres near freeway or highway facilities and the large amounts of free

parking available at them made it extremely difficult for public transit to service them.

Winnipeg followed this typical North American deveiopment pattern of suburban growth,

iuvolving both residential and employment related developments as well as suburban

commercial development along major a¡terial su'eets.

As employment concentration increased outside of the downtown, transit routing

patterns also changed from a primarily radial configuration serving the downtown to a

system consisting of an increasing number of cross town and feeder routes designed to

serve the various suburban n-ip generators, including shopping cenü'es.

The addition of these crosstown and feeder routes were implemented incrementally as

the direction and the pace of growth necessitated. The picture that eventually unfolded as

the suburban areas became fully developed was a mesh of transit bus routes that converged

on the suburban malls, but without orderly pattern. In the case of most malls a lot of

confusion sur¡ounded the routing of buses around the mail areas. Some bus routes

travelled into shopping mall parking lots stopping at the front door, while other routes did

not and stopped on the sh-eet nearby. It was difficult for passengers to transfer adequately

between buses at these cenh'al locations.



Other problems that exist at most regional malls is that buses are often tied-up in taffic

bottlenecks. The reason for this problem is attributed to their operation in mixed û'afhc,

such as automobiles and other vehicles. Because of this serious probiem, buses are often

running late, and during the Christmas season this can mean an additional 20 minute wait

for users of the transit system.

Various methods can be utilized by urban transit planners and mall developers to

increase the attractiveness of public u'ansportation. The dispersed natuÍe of centres of

population gro\¡/th and employment has meant that Winnipeg Transit, like every other

North American city, has had to expand and adjust its transit services at an increased cost

while loosing ridership to the automobile due to the decrease of transits capability to service

outlying suburban areas. Thus the placement, design and functioning of bus

station/terminals at major regional town centres or shopping facilities have a significant

impact on the operation of a transit property, often improving the quality of the service

delivery. The main advantages of constructing exclusive transit stations/terminals at

regional mails a¡e: 1.That this action would cenu'alize al1bus routes going to a shopping

cenr.e; 2. It would centalize pâssenger service and transfers; 3. It would simplify route

structures, and; 4. It would segregâte buses from ca¡ and truck traff,rc thus avoiding tie-ups

in the mall parking lot.

In many cities across Canada, urban transit planners have become aware of these

methods and have taken advantage of them so as to improve the quality of u-ansit operations

in rheir cities. They have practiced co-ordinating their land-use sn-ategies with the planning

of public transit. The best known example of this is the handling of the impact of Toronto's

Yonge/University subway line and its stations on the surrounding land-uses. In Montreal,

the construction of the Metro subway system has engendered a complex underground

pedestrian system tinking many downtown developments. Another example is that of

Edmonton, where t'ansit stations/terminals are an integral pafi of its timed-fransfer system,

linking all a¡eas of the city effectively by the bus. The city of Ottawa also co-ordinates the

development of its transit stations with various land uses around the transit service area.



The joint development of a transitway station with a major regional hospital, and the

advanced bLrilding of a transit terminal in a new suburban area are examples of how Ottawa

insures a high profile for n'ansit in the future planning and deveiopment of the city. Transit

stations have also been located at other high activity areas such as post-secondary

institutions found in Winnipeg at the University of Manitoba, Vancouver at the Universiry

of British Coiumbia, Edmonton at the University of Alberta, and Ottawa at the Carleton

Universiry. This practicum recognizes the existence of these facilities but will oniy focus on

transit stations at regional shopping ma-lls. A brief mention of post-secondary transit station

locations will made later on in the practicum.

Nature of tlie Inquiry

This Practicum is interdisciplinary in nature in that a variety of viewpoints are being

examined. It emphasizes policy, management and operations, design, and land-use which

are areas related to the planning profession. The need for interdisciplinary study is evident

in the nature of this type of transit planning. The study includes the following: L. The

planning of the transit StationÆerminal itself, its relationship to the surrounding

environment and community, and the impact of the facility on pedesu'ian and automobile

traffic, and impact on bus operations. 2. The consideration of cost factors of the

construction of such a facility and impact on u'ansit operations (i.e. round trip times,

service frequencies, schedule adherence). 3. 'fhe design of the u'ansit Stationfferminal in

tenns of passenger convienence (i.e. wa-iking distance, transferring, travel times), customer

information , signage, and customer safety. 4. A brief examination of the legal aspects of

buitding transit facílities follows and íncludes: land-ownership, development cost sharing,

and right-of-way acces s.

The following method of analysis was utilized for each chapter topic:

i. The analysis of the relationship between transit and land use planning.

2. The analysis of general station location.

3. The analysis of station amenities.



Practicum Research

The method of research for this pîácticum involves four stages: the lj.terature review,

interviews/surveys, case studies and finally synthesis.

Literature Review. This first stage serues to familianze the author with existing

reports, studies, books and articles dealing with transit terminals/stations and the

relationship between transit and land use planning. Topics in various disciplines such as

Engineering, Architecfure, Economics, Law, and Urban planning are explored.

Interyiewslsurveys.Interviews with regional ma1l management, transit officials, and

city planners contribute first hand experience to the practicum, allowing for gaps in

research materj.al to be filled. Primary data was generated in the form of passenger

boarding/alighting counts and bus driver surveys.

Case Studi¿s. The evaluation of stations/terminals in other cities, particularly Burnaby,

British Columbia, Edmonton, Alberta, Mì.ssissuaga, Onta¡io, Ottawa, Ontario, and

Québec City, Québec offer an in depth study of specific examples of planning, design

options, iegal considcrations, operations experience, and land use impact.

The evaluation reviews all the material gathered through the literature,

interviews/surveys, and case studies in each chapter and evaluates the benefits and

weaknesses of planning principles at the end of each chapter. The planning principles, once

scrutinized, lead to conclusions and recommendations about what a¡e desirable elements ín

the future planning for exclusive transit facilities at regional shopping centres in Winnipeg.



Organization of Practicum

Chapter 1 of this practicum discusses the problem of providing transit service to

regional shopping malls and inn'oduces the concept of exclusive u'ansit station/terminais at

these locations. It also outlines the structure of this practicum, methods of research, and

nature of the practicum inquiry.

This background materiat lays the foundation for Chapter 2 which explores\the link

between mass transit and land usage in cities, the general locations of transit stations in the

city, the design and function of transit station/terminal facilities, and the use of

stations/terminals with the timed-u'ansfer concept. A review of shopping centre planning in

the city of Winnipeg is also undertaken in relation to the examination of the link between

mass ffansit and iand use planning.

Chapter 3 details the station/terminal development efforts of other fansit authorities in

the chosen case study cities. Information and data gathered from this inquiry allows for

comparison with the curent Winnipeg situation in further chapters, and then highlights the

successful factors in station/terminal development and implementation from these other

centres.

Chapter 4 The evaluation of existing station/termina-l facilities in Winnipeg is carried

out in this chapter, wíth current demographics, traffic characteristics, ü'ansit system

dynamics and results from the passenger boarding/alighting counts and bus operator

surveys taken at Polo Pa¡k and Garden City Transit Stations scrutinized.

Chapter 5 then proceeds to outline in detail guidelines for the implementation of n'ansit

stations/terminals according to specific aspects (ie. social, economic, legal, and design).

Successful features will include: improving overall service delivery, providing the customer

with a reliable product, creating a sÍong sense of place for transit in the urban community,

and bridging the gap between transit planning and land use planning within the urban



context. The development of a Transit Station Prograrn Policy, for the on-going planning

and implementation and maintainence of these facilities, is presented in this final chapter. It
then concludes making specific recomrìendations for the future siting of exclusive transit

station/terminals in the ciry of Winnipeg.

Chapter 6 reviews and highlights the main finclings of this practicum, restating the

perceived neecl and proposed future guiclelines for station/terminal development in the Ciry

of Winnipeg.

Summary

Transit st¿tlions provicie a focai point for tlansit selvice at major activity centres a¡ound

a city and provide a safe, clean and conrfortable area for waiting and n'ansferring

passengers. They can aiso have amenities for auto parking for carpoolers and transit

patrons. Tra¡sit stations can be interfacecl with other Íansportation systems such as

national rail lines, intercity and airport bus serviccs, and rapid ffansir lines. By building

transit stations and co-ordinating their deveiopmerìt with high activity land use patterns,

n'ansit planners a¡e then able to utilize taxpayer's dollar.s in a way that provides a significant

benefit to thc travelling public of a city.

This practicum presents a framework for ftction that can be used by u'ansit authorities

and shopping cenn'e owners in re-evaluating transit seruice to existing regional mails. It
can be used by h'ansportation engineers, transit plnnners and private developers in

preparing pians for new facilities at high activity l¿rnd use areas such as shopping malls.



CHAPTER TWO
Exclusiv e Transit Stations :

Location, Site Planning and Design
"An extremely important, but oftenignoredfact is that the purpose of passenger
transportalion is to m.ove peBple; movement of vehícles is a means towards that goal,
l:ut not a goal in itself... public transport should be favored over prtvate because it
provides a basic transport ser-vice to the entire population, it is more economical, and it
has much lower negalive side effects... The ultìmate significance of bus preferential
treatments is that the service improvements resulting from ít usually change the
competitive position of transit with respect to rhe auto."

Vukan R. Vuchic, Urban Public Transportation (1987,2a$.

Introduction

This Chapter explores in the link between mass n'ansit and land usage in cities,

the general locations of transit stations in the city, the design and function of transit

station/terminal facilities, and the use of stations/terminals with the timed-transfer

concept. A review of shopping centre planning in the city of Winnipeg is also

undertaken in relation to the examination of the link between mass transit and land use

planning.

Transit btts stations are off-sn'eet or on-sÍeet areas or buildings with stops for

several bus routes. Transit bus terminals are the end stations of one or more bus

l'olrtes; however, the term is often used for any large station with passenger facilities,

such as waiting areas, ticket stands, and so on. Other tefins which have been applied to

these types of facilities àre transít exchange (Vancouver), transit centre (Edmonton),

transit termi.nal (Ottawa), and. transtt station. The term transit transfer centre is used

extensively in the American l-iterature. For simplicity sake, the term transit station wlTl

be used tlroughout this practicum..

Bus transfer stations are usually built at ü'ansfer points among several bus

routes or between main line haul bus routes ( or rapid rail ft'ansit lines) and bus feeder



routes. Stations must be located on sites with good accessibility to major highways and

a¡terials, which in the North American transit context has seen these facilities developed

at major regional shopping centres. It is because shopping centres are being built to

satisfy motor û'ansportation needs, and because they are a strong attractor for urban

activities, that h'ansit stâtions are being located there.

Mass Transit and Land Use Planning

The reason for inclusion of this section on Mass Transit and Land Use Planning

is to establish a recognized link between these two interrelated urban activities. The

theoretical, historical, and empirical viewpoints all point to a joint u-ansit and land use

interreiationship, but the institutional frameworks under which both of these city

activities function a¡e often at a distance from each other. The reason for the separation

of the two amivities can be u'aced to a gap in the enabling legislation of both. It is from

the perspective of developing a new vision of the future city, and mobility in that future

city, that the link between transit and la¡d use planning must be explored.

Only after a bridging of transit and land use planning, both through a

recognition through legislative policy and in the physical environment itself, can the

successful implementation of transit terminals conh-ibute to a new vision of mobility

and access in the future cify.

Historical Context

The patterns of iand use in our cities have changed over time reflecting a

number of social, economic, a¡d technologicai changes. Historically, the availability of

public ü-ansportation has been closely tied to the density, use, and arrangement of land

within our cities. One of the major factors involved in the helping to change the way in

which land is used is the mode of transportation which is available at a particLIlür point

in time. Each new innovation in transportation technology has allowed. greater trip



lengths to be achieved and therefore the boundaries of Canadian cities to been

expanded.

The invention of the electric streetcar in the late 1880's brought a greater

advantage in n'ansportation over the previously horse-drawn vehicles of the past. The

streetcars grearer speed and reliability allowed longer rips and increased the separation

between home and work in cities. The increased separation of home and work can also

be atn'ibuted to the environmental effects of the industrial revolution on cities, and the

response of health and planning authorities to it at the time. However, it \ilas the

streetcar that permitted the early development of the affordabie suburban home to take

place.i

Ir wasn't until shortly after World War II that the full impact of the automobile

was felt on rhe Canadian city, greatly altering its shape and form. At this time, there

was an unprecedented demand for suburban housing and dramatic increases in car

ownership. Congestion forced the city planners and engineers of the day to construct

major freeway and expressway facilities to accommodate the increase of cars on the

road. This massive building of highway faciiities and high levels of car ownership

helped establish the modern automobile as the cornerstone of current planning

practices.2 Transit properties during this period went into decline and disrepair as the

automobile became the choice of mode for most individuals.

The historical relationship between u'ansit and land use planning could therefore

have undergone two phases in which transit had originally facilitated suburban growth

and urban expansion, only to lose its role to the car which again altered the shape and

form of the city. Developers originally had been invoived in the promotion and building

of street railway iines only later to abandon them for the automobile-oriented

subdivisions of modern times. In other words, mass transit was used as a tool for

spurring urban growth, which was later by and large abandoned.

i Vuchic, Vukan. Urban Public Transportation: Systems and Tcchnoioqy. Toronto: Prenúce HaJIp.32.

2 Hodgc, Gerald. Plannins Canadian Communities. Toronto: MeÚreun, 1986. p. 92-93.
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Theoretical Basis

The theoretical basis of transportation and land use has its roots in location

theory. According to iocation theory, a change in the availability of transportation

services causes a change in access to ali parts of a region. Through time, and the use of

computers, it had become possible for rransportation planners and engineers to predict

the relationship between various transportation and land-use models and alternatives.

The use of transportation planning models allowed the planners and engineers to

predict forecasts of future transportation requirements given the specific land-use

activities in a city. However, many early transportation models made simplistic

assumptions that transportation facilities were only accommodating land-use without

having any significant impacts on it, and ended up influencing land use without

recognizing it and, consequently often making rvrong predictions about the future

traffic patrerns of the city. With modifications and the development of more

comprehensive modelling techniques, planners and engineers were then able to better

predict future traffic pafterns based on an understanding that fr'ansportation and land-use

are highly inten-elated and cannot be considered independentiy of one another.

A model developed by Michael D. Meyer and Eric J. Miller recognizes that the

relationship between land use and transportation is a circular one. In their model, the

development of land creates new travel demands and new transportation faciüties. New

facilities make other lands accesible to existing activity centres and alter land vaiues.

Increased accesibility and improved land vaiues influences iocationa-l decisions, and

begins repeating the whole process once again.3

3 Meyer, Michael D. and Eric J. Miller. Urban Transportation Plannine: A Decision-oriented Aooroach.

New York: McGraw-Hill, i984. p. 63.

11
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Empirical Evidence

Land-use is known to be a determinant both directly and indirectly of the

demand for travel because it influences uip generation, trip length, n'ip distribution, and

modal choice. A number of studies have suggested in the past that the link between

land-use and n'ansportation is fairly evident.

Some of the observations wofih noting about the transpofiation and land-use

linkages are:

- the direct ¡elationship between residential density and the number of

rips made per dweiling.

- the density and pattern of land-uses creates travel demand in turn

which results in the consumption of enelgy for tlanspoltation

purposes.

- the size of an urban alea can directly influence the impact of pubiic

transit services. According to the Canadian Urban Transit Association

(CUTA), larger cities enjoy a higher degree of transit utilization than smaller

cities.4

- According to Pushkarev and Zupan, the use of pubiic transit is

primariiy dependent on the size and density of a city's central

business district and the amount of non-residential destination t ipt.5

- Also, Pushkarev and Zupan point out that the number of trips by

transit increases with an increase in residential density. The residential

densities in the 2 to'l dwellings per acre range produce only marginal

transit ridership, while the densities in the 7 to 30 range provide

si gnificant transit use.6

a CLUR. Ca¡adian Urban Transit Handbook. Toron[o: CUTA/RTAC, 1985. p.27-71.
5 Pushka¡ev, Boris S. and Jeffery M. Zupan. Public Transportation and Land Use Policy. Don Mills,

ON.: Fiøhcnry & V/hiteside Ltd., 1977. p.184-187.

6 Iui¿.
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The empirical evidence suggested significant implications for u'ansit use and

iand-use planning in urban areas. This does not mean that planning urban areas

according to principies conducive to û'ansit will necessary result in a significant increase

in transit ridership. Rather, that only the potential for increase n'ansit uti[zation exists if
these planning principles are applied. The decision to use public û'ansit by an individual

depend on a number of variables, including: income, car oTvnership, quality of transit

avaiiabie, congestion, parking availability, and public perception of the transit system.

However, the historicai, theoretical, and empiricai evidence also suggests that

u'ansit usage and land-use patterns are closely related. There are general patterns of

land-use that will naturally be conducive and supportive of the use of public transit.

CUTA identifies a number of these land-use afiangements which, based on all of the

evidence, contribute to inffease u'ansit utilization. These land-use arrangements include:

- poly-cenu'ed municipalities,
- concenÍation of high-density residential, commercial, and employment

areas,
- self-contained neighbourhoods,
- development of multi-functional activity cenres.T

Shopping Centre Planning

In planning for a new retail shopping complex, or the expansion of an existing

centre, a number of transportation related issues must be reviewed. These issues

include traffìc access locations, parking supply, and internal circulation at the mall.

Often, the provision of transit facilities or modal splits are not even considered. Rather,

the practice \pas to consider transit in examining downtown developments, areas of

suburban employment concentration or the the impact of rapid û'ansit facilities on the

surrounding site.

7 CUfA. Canadian Urban Transitt Handbook .P.27-17.
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The minimum setbacks employed by many cities for the residential, industrial,

and commercial buildings have had detrimental impacts on walking distances because

of their usually large allowances for parking space. Shopping centre merchants

consider a large visibie parking lot as an essential component of the mall design.

However, from a transit property perspective large setbacks may discourage people

from using public n'ansit. Reduced setbacks can encourage ü'ansit use and can be

accomplished at very little cost to the developers.8 See figwe2.

Access to the shopping mall can be increased by having a bus stop at the

buildings entrance or by reducing the distance between transit routes and shopping

facilities. Developers tend to prefer partiai setbacks with transit access to parking lots

for aesthetic reasons and the fact that a zero setback could discourage automobile users

from shopping at the mall. Transit properties are often reluctant to enter the mail lot

unless exclusive access is secured, because buses often become tied-up in mixed traffic

due to conflict and congestion. Although a modification to the design of the shopping

centre and changes in local zoning bylaws are sometimes waranted to permit reduced

setbacks, this often is justified by the benefits in terms of general accessibiiity,

increased. transit ridership, and increased numbers of shoppers.9

8 CUt¡,. Canaclian Urban Transit Handbook. p.27 - 44.

9 rui¿.
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FIGURE 2

PLANNING AND DESIGN OF SHOPPII{G CBNTRES

BT}S 6ToP AT ÈUIT.ÞING

SOIIRCE: CUTA. Ca¡adian Urban Transit Handbook.p.27- 45.
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General Locations

The great majority of bus passengers board and alight at curbside stops. This is

not just a practice enforced by low investment in public transit, but is seen as desirable

because the stops are located on the major n-affic routes and the buses themselves do

not have to be diverted from their routes. Only in the last ten years have the

improvement of major bus stops or stopping areas been reaiized. The use of better

shelters and the posting of timetable information or the use of computerized telephone

scheduling systems have reduced the unpleasantness of waiting for transit. Many of

these new shelters have been built by private advertising companies in exchange for the

rights to hang poster advertisements in the shelters and gain revenue from such a

practice. Bus stations and terminals have often been built to improve the physical

surroundings of town centres while centralizing n'ansit operations for easier access.10

Optimum locations for n'ansit stations include major regionai shopping centres,

universities, medical centres and other similar facilities which generate a high degree of

activity. Transit stations could also utilize free standing locations independent of other

land uses. Well placed transit stations can work very weli in industrial parks or

business parks. Stations can form the nucleus of substantial new developments. Where

express bus routes are concerned, transit stations which accommodate these express

sel'vices sllould generally be constructed very close to major arterial or freeways to

promote greater efficiency and speed in travel between the station and the

downtown.ll

There are basically two types of ü'ansit stations that can be utilized by a transit

authority. These include on-street and off-stre¿r designs, although it is preferable to

establish the off-street style of n'ansit terminal. The rationale for this is that the

segregation of n'ansfer facilities offers safety and convienence for both t'ansit patrons

9 White, Peter. Planning for Pubijc Transport. London: Hutchison & Co. @ublishers) Ltd., 1976. p.6a.

11 Schncider, J.B. Planning anci Dcsigning a Transit Ccnter-basccl TransiI Systcm. 
'Washington, DC.: U.S

Dcpt. ol Transportation, 1980. Section II.
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and pdvate vehicles. on-sn-eet facilities should be viewed as a temporary or interim

option or used if and when the off-street centre is not feasible. Many of the off-su'eet

bus stations combine both through-routing and local loute termination in sawtooth

layouts as the on-street facilities do with sUaight-curb loading.

Design and Function

The Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) states that there is no unique

or best staúon design that can be appiied to every situation in every city' The reason for

this, cuTA states, is that the design of the station is a function of many factors which

are unique to each individual city or location, including:

- Pedestrian Movements
- Vehicle Movements
- Automobile Movements
- Site Availabiliry
- Impact on sulroun díng arcarz

vukan R. Vuchic, professor of transportation af the university of

Pennsylvania, in his book Urban Public Transportation states that the best layout for a

transit Station from the perspective of passenger safety, comfort, and convienence is

with bus stops around a major rectanguiar or oval island. This arrangement ailows for

passengers to transfer among all bus loutes and thus makes the station a complete

pedestrian zone.13 See figure 3 for the different types of Íansit transfer stations.

12 CUt¿.. Canadian Urban Transit Handbook - p.7l-12'
13 Vuchic, Vukan. Urban Public Transportation; Systems a¡d Technolog.v. Toronto: Prenlice Hall,1982'

p.28r.
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FIGURE 3

TRANSIT TRANSFER CENTRES
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According to Vuchjc the central island also has excellent operating fearures. The

circular roadway ailows buses to alight passengers at one berth, moving to a waiting

area, then returning to the same, or to anothe¡ berth for boarding. In addition, these

stations allow for through routes to pull into the station, as well as terminating routes

with the buses simply looping around the istand, and rerurning to its original
direction.l4

Access

Access is required for both passengers and vehicies in all ü'ansit stations. For safety

reasons, pecìesrrian access is usually given priority. Distance is minimized whiie safety

and expediency are ma-rimized in the design. It is customary to priorize the funcrions

of the station as follows: 1. For traffic safety and efficiency of movements; 2. Handiing

of transit vehicles; 3. Followed by passenger drop-off activities. The potential transit

passenger who needs to park is usualty given the lowest priority for a variety of
reasons (including equiry, efficiency and feasibility of accommodation).

Vehicle access to the station is ideally segregated by type. This prevents transit

vehicles from being delayed as auto traffic builds at rush hour. This is important since it
is both the time when the facility is subject to its maximum level of congestion and, at

the time when it needs to operate smoothly at maximum capacity. Two types of routes

generaliy serve h'ansfer stations: local routes and main-line haul or express routes.

Local Routes serve the a¡ea immediately surrounding the transit station for the purpose

of transporting passengers to and from the facility. These feeder routes, as they are

cornmonly refer¡ed to, would extend radiaily out from the station and sometime operate

on a timed Íansfer schedule to meet through buses. Main-Line Haul or Express

Routes trallsport passengers to and from the suburbs into the downtown area with a

high frequency of service and, in the case of express routes, with lirnited stops between

the station and the C.B.D. Transit stations can also be served by shared ride taxi
14 Vuchic, Vukan. Urban Public T¡anspornrion . p.2BI.
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services in lower density areas or at off-peak hours to provide demand responsive

sewice to the suburbs.i5

When an exclusive right-of-way (ROW) is not used, access needs to be

conrolled in the area surrounding the station in order to allow the free movement of

ü'ansit vehicles. In a bus operation, for exampie, the n'ansit authority may request the

city to install lefrturn iights in order to faciiitate left-turning buses. This is parricularly

critical if the designer cannot place the approach on a secondary road. Most of the

elements of a design strategy are oriented towards minimizing the conflicts between

pedestrians, tansferring passengers, autos and transit vehicles.i6

Since land availability is one of the constraining factors in station design, the

planner must consider the needs of both transit vehicles and autos. The size of the

parking iots to be provided are a function of passenger demand and the capability of the

surrounding sü'eets to serve as feeder and dist¡ibution network for autos. One of the

liniting factors ín parking lot size is the distance that patrons are wilLing to walk.

Bus Bays

The number of bus bays or berths required at any station may be determined by

a simple mathemarical formula. One model estimates the number of bus berths needed,

by each route, based on the maximum load point conditions, using the following

equation:

N- P(\XS + C)

3600 s

l5 Schncidcr, J.B. Planning and Designine a Transit Centrc-bæcd Transit System. Secúon II.
16 Canadian Urban fiansìt Association.Canadian Urban Transit Handbook. p. 11-14,
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where:

N = number of berths,

P = line haul capacity past the maximum load point (Persons/hour),

b = boarding service time (sec/person),

X : Percentage of maximum load point passengers boarding at heaviest stop,

S = bus capacity, and

C = clea¡ance time between buses (closing doors of first bus to opening doo¡s

on second bus in seconds.lT

A second model posited by Stephen G. Petersen and Robert H. Braswell simply take

the peak hour bus volume divided by 12 to arrive at the total number of bus berth

spaces required (based on a 5 minute frequency of service).

where:

N = number of berths

Y = peak hour bus volume.18

Vuchic staies that routes with headways of below 3 to 5 minutes usualiy require

at least two berths, since bus deiays often cause dwell times of the two buses to overlap

at the station. Headways between 5 to i0 minutes allow use of only one berth if dwell

times are short compared to the headways and deiays. Some berths may serve several

bus routes at once. These routes usually are charactenzed by iong headways and have

their arrival and dwell times at the station staggered so as not to overlap.19

17 iu;ci. p. 1i-15.
18 Petc.son, Stephen G. and Robert H. Braswell. p. 41I-413.
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The design objective for local bus û'ansit service is to move vehicles through the

sration efficiently and without delay. If the station is a shared faciiity with an intercity

carrier, then these vehicies may be required to be delayed in orde¡ to allow passengers

adequate time for loading. Intercity vehicles may also require time to load small

shipments of freight. Thus, one bus bay may be required for exclusive use of the

intercity carrier.

The simpiest type of bus loading bay or berth is designed so that all the vehicles

line up at some desirable spacing; this spacing is determi.ned by the type of operation. If

all vehicles are to move without severe interference, they must be able to position the

rear door close to the curb and then to move into the ü'avei iane. This is accomplished

eirher by lining the buses up in a sn'aight line along the curb and behind one another, or

by incorporating a saw tooth bus bay design which allows relative smooth movement

of vehicle while also lining up the front and back doors of the bus to a curb for

passenger safety during boarding and alighting. See figure 3,page 19.

Turning Movements

Bus roadways must be wide enough to permit safe operation of the vehicle and

permit turning movement with ease thus decreasing total trip time for each passenger.

Atl of the turning movements should be based on a turning rad.ius of full sized 4O-foot

vehicles, as this also permits articulated buses (60-foot long models) to also fit in this

station because their turning radius is usually the same or shorter than a standa¡d bus,

see figure 4. The only modification required is that the actuai bus berth for a¡ticulated

buses has to longer in length to accon'modate the larger vehicle. Where there are large

volumes of n-ansit vehicles, it is desirable that facilities be located off-sû'eet, at least

200leetfrom sh'eet intersections or major a¡terials.2o

20 Rabinowi rz, Hævey 2., and Edward A. B eimbom, Peter S . Lindquist and Donna M. Opper. Market

Based T¡ansit Facility Design. Washington, DC.: U.S. Urban Mass Transportaúon Administ¡ation,

February, I9B9.p. 174.
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FIGURE 4

BUS TURI{ING CIRCLES
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FIGURE 5

BUS STATIOh{ LAYOUT
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With regards to the development of a 45 foot bus, simply stated this bus does

not win wide approval from Canadian u-ansit authorities. The Canadian Urban Transit

Association i'ecently surveyed member authorities and has found out thar a 45 foot bLrs

will not become the indLrstry standard.

The reasons why the 45 foot bus will not replace the 40 foot bus - currently the

operating standard - is that there a¡e no operational advantages to be gained. The 45

foot bus does offer marginal increases in seating capacity, but not enough to have a

savings impact on labour costs and productivity. The new bus also wouid change the

turning dimensions in everyd.ay operations which wouid mean capital investments to

change such facilities as storage garages and maintainence, transit stations, and

generally on-sÍeet corners. At this point, Canadian transit operators have no interest in

the 45 foot bus. The increased capacity and labour and productivity savings of the 60

foot articulated bus and its smaller turning radius are more of interest to transit

authorities in urban centres. However their colleagues in the intercity bus indusuy are

very interested in the 45 foot bus for iong distance highway operations.2l

Informarion and Signage

Information dissemination has become a subject of increasing interest to many

operating authorities in recent years. As operators are faced with considerable va¡iations

in ridership, caused in part by economic conditions, those progïarns which attract nev/

ridership and increase the visibility of transit service to the community are favored.

Information programs and communications strategies can, of course, vary significantly,

but the basic objective is always the same: to facilitate the use of the system for a

potentially wide range of users, including those with mobility limitations.

Since transit modes can operate either on a on-street or off-sn'eet stop basis,

depending on the type of technology and service being provided, information needs

wiil vary. A transit station wiil have to be adequately ma¡ked so that passengers can

21 Williur B. Menzies. Supt. of Planning. Winnipeg Transit Sysrem. February B, 1990.
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transfer with a minimum of difficulty and can easily determine the correct direction of
travel. See f,rgure 6.

Information loses its impact if the form is to complex or unusual for the average

passenger to inte¡pret. Many systems utilize a overall system map (for main-Iine haui or

express routes and locations along wíth local route connections), frequency tables,

schedule posting and a telephone infonnation system to cornmunicate to both the riding

and non-riding public. Public telephones should also be available at the station.22

Security

It is important that ali users of the kansit system feel secure on the site of the

station, because there wili be times when very little activity is occurring at rhe facility.

Sufficient iighting on the station site at all hours, as well as architectural features and

design that minimize datk areas will help in public and police surveiilance of the site.

Also, the adjacent shopping mall has its own security sysrem which may watch over the

activiry at the station.23

Safety and security are of prime concerns for the user of public u'ansit. Most transit

crimes occur in the stations, not on the vehicles. According to Richa¡ds and Hoel, a

study of t'ansit crime on the Chicago Transit Authority found. that i 5 percent of the

recorded crimes occurred in the stations of the system. Waiting on station platforms is

the most dangerous activiry for transit users. Crimes recorded at these stations include:

1 crimes against the person,.including assault, battery, rape, mugging, etc.;2. Crimes against the person's property, including púrse ìnatctrlñg, ióbU"ty,
etc.;

3. crimes against the systems property, including vandalism, etc.;4. Crimes against the public, inctuding drunkenñess, drug law vioiations, sex
offenses, etc.24

22 CUU. Candian Urban Transit Handbook .p.II-24.
23 Fruin, J. "Environment¿l Factors in Passenger Terminal Design." Transportation Engineering Journal.
Vol. 98, No. TE1, February, 1972. p.98-99.
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Security n'ìeasures that are important to the user aïe: a high probabitity that incidents

will be detected, the chance of receiving help when it is required, and the need for

receiving help quickiy. Some of the options for station security include police or transit

employees in the station area, although this option is quite cosriy and only feasibie at

high volume stations. Another measure includes an electronic monitoring device, but

obviously this would be costly if implemented at all stations. Low-cost but effective

measures include sufficient lighting all over the station area at all hours, A¡chitectural

and building features that minimize dark areas and prevent vanda-lism. Highly visibte

stations can be easily paü"olled by the on-sh-eet poiice and viewed by security staff from

the regional shopping mall at minimal cosr ro the transit aurhority.25 See figure 6.

Context

Ideally residentiai popuiation in the sewice area of a transit starion should range

between 25,000 and 100,000 persons. Each of the service areas of the station should

support a wide variety of land use activities, such as: employment, health care facilities,

schools, commercial centres, and recreation. Gene¡ally the local feeder routes connect

most of these activities with each other and the station facility. The limits of service

areas do not exceed a 30 minute cycle time for the loca1 feeder buses. For transit

stations located at regional shopping malls, service areas should generally coincide with

the market area of the mall: 4-5 miles or a 15 minute travelling time to the mali.26

While the location of transit stations lends itself to quantitative analysis, many

constraints that prevent implementation of ìdeal solutions are encountered in practice.

The siúng of such facilities, therefore, must take into account a large number of factors

above and beyond those which are directly associated with the efficient operarion of

buses. These include community impact, availability of land, and context. The design

24 Richa¡ds, Larry G., and Lester Hoel. "Planning Proccdures for Tra¡sir Snrion Security." Traffic

Ouarterlv. 1982, p. 355, 362.

25 l¡id. p.36i.
26 Schneider. Planning and Designing. Sccrion II.
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of the transit terminal facility should be easily idenrifiable both as a "foreground"

buiiding and as part of the overail city transit sysrem. The sration facility will be

significant in the community - it is located in a high acriviry location and will
independently generate ü'affic. The usage of the standard transit system logo, coiour

and the materials utilized in consûuction of the terminal should leave the pubiic with a

nenrorable image.n

Pubiic buildings, such as public libraries, city ha1l, and courr buildings, are

designed for prominence and importance, and often leave citizens with a memorable

image. A n'ansit station is an important public building, it is used. more frequently than

most public buildings, but is not held in as high as regard, as rhese other buildings. See

figure 6.
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Time Transfer Focal Point Concept

The time transfer focal point (TTFP) concept may be defined as a series of

rorìtes and schedules that have been co-ordinated so that transfers between all lines

destined for a particular transfer point are synchronized. This allows a bus rider to

travel from their home on a local route, then n-ansfer quickly and easily at the transfer

point to anorher local or regional line to their desired. final destination.2S Locai feeder

bus routes can be aligned and scheduled to enable buses on all routes to meet at the

transit station at the same time. Main-line haul or express services can aiso be co-

ordinated to coincide with the local feeder buses permitúng good transfer connections.

In order for a timecl nansfer focai point concept to become economical and

effective, the Transit Planning Section of the City of Edmonton suggests the following

requirements:

- All buses in the area must meet at the specific ransit centre at
the same minutes past the hour.

- For the transit planner, the timed transfer concept is based on
the frequencies exhibited during the midday or the base service.
Other time periods including peaks, night, holiday service, etc.
are developed from this information.

- Routes should be long enough to yield round trip cycle times
(preferabiy thirty (30) minute cycles) with associated service
frecluencies that mesh with each other. If this is not possible,
interlining of routes shoLrld be incorporated.

- Slack or recovery time must be provided to ensure reliability.
This can take place at n'ansit focal points to ensure passengers
make all connections.

- Costs are reduced as less midday buses are required to serve
the Central Business District (C.B.D.), however, riders can
easily access the C.B.D. by transferring at a transit focal
Point.29

28 "Guidelines for the Integration of Public Transit and Land Use P1anning." Transportation Department,

Transit Planning Section, City of Edmonton, June l9BB. p. 7 -9.

29 rui¿.
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Time Transfer Focal Points are a sophisticated. va¡iation on the pulse/ centre
focused network that has been used in smaller cities since the ea¡iiest ffansit operations.

The puise/centre focused network or timed transfer, (see figure 7), is based on the
pr-inciple that all bus ¡outes in a city meet and leave at precisely the same time at a
downtown h-ansit station. A case exampie in Manitoba is the ciry of Brandon where the

entire system is focused on the downtown t'ansit terminal and all sched,ules of all routes

are co-ordinated to meet and depart at 5 and 35 minutes after every hour. Very rarely, in
large Canadian cities, has the time ti-ansfer concept been adopted on a overall system

basis. The exception being the City of Edmonton, where the entire û.ansit operation is
based on the timed transfer system complemented. by a t¡ansit centre concept.

Generally, most large Canadian cities utilize the TTFP concept at their significant
tt'allsfer points or terminals at selected locations throughout their system where
connections are essential, such as the case in suburban Vancouver. In these situations,

transit statj.ons acl as a focal point for n'ansfers between infrequent and, frequent bus

routes by providing the passenger with a comfortable and centra-i location in which to
change vehicies. This type of arrangement, of course, does not always mean that buses

wi1l be operating on the TTFP concepr and sched.uling model.3O

The qLrestion of time transfer is an important one when d.ealing with transit
station design for two main reasons:1. Tíme ü'ansfer provides a convienent service to
passengers who must transfer between buses; and,2. The costs of implementing such a

service to the u'ansit property. Ideally, the time transfer concept is viewed as means

by which ü'ansit systems can co-ordinate their buses to provide the rider with easily
made connections between buses in orCer to complete a journey around a city.
However, in practice, the costs of running such a service are higher.

It is the question of cost that have prevented many transit authorities from
converting their cur¡ent practice of high vehicle productivity systems to a system wide
time transfer service.3l Many of the larger authorities in Canada prefer to use time

30 Witliam B. Menzies. Superintendent of T¡a¡sir Planning. Ciry of Winnipeg Transit Sysrem.
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transfer only at their key transfer points throughout their system networks. Essentiaily

what this means is that a passenger who travels from an frequent to an infrequent route

will usualiy be the beneficiary of a timed transfer berween buses at an on-sreet location

(usually in the suburbs). However, transfers between frequent routes are not time

üansfer¡ed because the wait time the passenger must experience is usually in the range

of 3 to 12 minutes, not an unreasonable time period. Another facto¡ to remember about

the time ü'ansfer concept is that not all buses in this type of organization are timed to

meet at the rransfer location at the same time. If a frequent express route runs in the

peak period on a 7-8 minute frequency a¡d arrives at the transfer location connecting to

a feeder bus that runs only every 15 minutes (or 30 minutes), then only every second or

third express bus wiil actualiy meet the feeder bus at the same time! To further this

argumellt, a comparison between a time tansfer system and a high vehicle productivity

system, and a comparison of some key operational and productivity3Z statistics

between the city of Edmonton and the city of Winnipeg highlight the increased cosrs ro

a large system if time h-ansfer is used. Data used in this comparison can be found in

Tabie 1.

Winnipeg transit operates a high vehicle productivity rype of system and

Edmonton has used the time transfer concept for approximately fifteen years.

Winnipeg operates fewer vehicle kilometres than does the city of Edmonton, but has a

urban area than is approximately twice the size. This could mean that many parts of

Winnipeg do not have transit service. However, in rea-lity, Winnipeg Transit manages

to provide bus service to roughly 95 percent of the city's developed urban area. 'What

this f,rgure means is that Edmonton, as stated by its time transfer policy, must maintaìn

a basic service (30 minute frequencies) on almost all of its routes with the exception of
peak hour express services. This includes operating buses into low density a¡eas where

no demand exists.

3 i e Higfr Vehiclc Productivity system is based on the pracrice of closely matching the demand lor scrvice

with thc suppiy of scrvice.
32 Pro<iuctiuity, for the purposes of this practicum, will be dchned as the quantity of (rransportârion)

output pcr unit olconsurncd rcsource. For cxarnple, vchiclc kilomct¡es/d¡iver/hour, or passangcrs pcr

kilomct¡c/unit cost of opcration.
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Winnipeg, based on its high vehicle productivity system, operates high

frequencies on all routes, including mainline, crosstowns, and feeder bus routes,

during the peak hours and moderate frequencies on mainline and crosstown routes with

feeders operating at low frequencies oÍ no service during off peak periods when

demand is very low.

If time ffansfer, as the literature states, is such an atfactive feature then why did

Winnipeg Transit outperform Edmonton in 1988? Given the fact that Edmonton's city

economy growth rate slowed drastically in the i980s after the bust of the oil market,

but Edntonton experienced virtually the same rate of growth as Winnipeg did in this

time period. For i988 the city of Edmonton's growth rate was 5.9 percent while

Winnipeg's was 5.6 percent. The answer to that becomes clear if one considers that

Edmonton, because of its time u-ansfer poiicy, operates more buses than the demand

waffants. Further review of the data will support this argument. See Table 1. Winnipeg

and Edmonton have virtualiy the same hours of operation. But, Edmonton has the

higher total number of vehicle kilometres operated and yet only haif the urban area to

cover. The popuiations of the two cities (corporate limits for transit service) are

virtually the same but ridership per capita and passengers revenues per capita per

vehicle are higher in 'Winnipeg.33 Dire.t costs of regular service services are lower in

V/innipeg than in Edmonton. Straightout, it is costlier to maintain time transfers on an

overall systenl bases.

Does this mean that the concept of time ü-ansfer is not useful? Certainly not

considering that synchronized interface is important in situations where a connection

between a frequent and infrequent rouie are essentia-l to some transit paÍons. Transfers

between two frequent routes, however, do not entail any long amount of waiting time.

Winnipeg Transit utilizes time tra¡sfer at a few key on-sfeet locations in its system.

33 AIso to bc mcnlioncd is that l-he composirion of t-he populations of both cities is relaúvcly simjlar in

that thcy a¡e considcred to bc largely blue collar working class.
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Petersen a¡d Braswell cite that there is substantial evidence that u'aveliers assign

a greater disutiliry ro rime spent transferring than time in the vehicle.34 In Winnipeg the

current policy of the high vehicle productivity system is to maintain the one seat ride

while reducing the number of transfers between origin and destination.

TABLE 1

1988 OPERATING AND PRODUCTIVITY STATISTICS

WIhINIPEG EDMONTON

1. Scrvice Area Population (City) 59 6, 894 578, 000

2. Urban Area 225 sq.mi.(5Z8km2) 130 sq. mi. (336km2)

3. Population Growth Rate

1981 to 1986 (City) 5.67o 5.9Vo

4. Revenue Passengers 55.3 rnillion 41.2 million

5. Active Vehicies 543 73I

6. Total Vehicle kilomeu'es 26.4 miilion 32.4 million

7. Revenue Vehicle Hours 1.3 million 1.4 miliion

8. Totai Direct Costs of Regular

Service g 61.7 million $17.I million

9. Ridership per capita

(# of rides per person per year) 92.633 1t.394

SOURCE: Canadian Urban Transit Association. Oncrating Charactcristics for 9 ma-ior Canaclian Citics.
1988.
SraListics Canada. 1986 Census Fliqhlights. 198i. p. 4.

34 P"t".s"n a¡d Braswcll . p.406.
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FIGURE 7

TRA¡{SFER CENTRE SYSTEMS
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Summary

The realization that transj.t planning and land-use planning are inter¡elated and

that an interaction between both can iead to a more balance transportation system for the

future city is important in reducing the reliance of people on thê automobile fo¡

mobility. By carefully locating furure n'ansit stations near centres of high urba:r activity

la:rd uses, the planners can ensure that a more efficient allocation of civic resources will

be rea-lized.

There is an historical relationship between t'ansit and land use planning which

has fostered the growth and development of the early Canadian city. Theoretically,

transportation pianners have identified this relationship and have developed models that

were d.esigned. to predict future iand use and n'avel patterns when planning for the

gïowth of cities. Empirically, evidence has pointed that land use is a determinant both

directly and indirectly of n'avel pattefns and of the choice of mode. Different land use

configurations have been shown to produce different types of travel patterns, and in

recent times has influenced the greater use of the automobile with a lesser reliance on

public rransit.

The trend toward suburbanization of u¡ban development and the iocation of

residential, educational, recreational, and commercial activities to outlying areas has put

pressure on public n'ansit to respond to the changing land use patterns. At first, the will

to adapt public ransit to the suburban context was 1ow, however with a renewed

interest in energy conservatíon and the environment pubiic transit has recently become

attractive once again.

The planning and design of transit stations is one way to improve and integrate

public n'ansit with existing or planned la¡d uses. The design consideration of certain

amenities can make rhe traxsit station faciiities atu'active and safe to the user of public

transporration. By making these facilities attractive, and by iocating them closer to high
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activity centres, planners can create the conditions whereby the ridership on public

transit could increase. This of course provides a return on the investment of public

money into the urban transit system, and deveLops a more balanced approach to

movement within the urban environment. Transit station development is one way in

which planning for a ba-lance future trânsportation system can occur in Canadian cities.
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CHAPTER THREE
Case Studies: Trønsit Statioru use in Canada

In most Canadian cities, there's a prevailing belief that transportation
problems can best be approached through effective land-use planning. New
mixed-use "Town Centres" are sprouting upwards on the fringes of several
Iarge Canadian cities partly in hopes of creating viable transit and
pcdestrian environments...Canadian cities, moreover, back up their tansit
investments by initiating various supportive proSroïß, including station
area zoning incentives and conlrols on downtown parking.

Roberl Ccrvcro, Transportation Ouarterly (July 1986, 293-316)

Introduction

This chapter discusses in some detail the implementation of exclusive

transit stations in the cities of Ottawa, Mississuaga, Edmonton, Québec City and

Burnaby. It uses specific examples to illustrate the way in which each of these

municipalities has developed the transit station concept.

Ottawa, Ontario

The Regional municipality of Ottawa-Carleton is a meü'opolitan region made up

of eleven municipalities with a population of 650,000, about 907o of whom live in the

urban a¡ea. The annual growth ratefortheregion was 2.IVobetween 1981 and 1986.

The largest municipality in the region is Ottawa with a city population of 300,000.35

In rerms of employment, the region supports about 370,000 jobs of which 22o/o arc

federal pubiic service jobs. The $owth rate in jobs between 1981 a¡d 1986 was also

steady at about 3.2Vo per yeat.36

35 Statistics Canada. 1986 Census Highliqhts. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, Aprii 1987. P.4.

36 Gault, Helen E. "Planning Transit to Shape a Community." A paper presented to APTA Easrem

Eclucation ancl Training Conlcrcnce, Junc 6, 1989. p.2.
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The Ottawa-Carleton Regional Transit Commission, or OC Transpo as it is

commonly called, has the sole authority to operate public transit services within the

urban transit area of the region. With a fleet of approximately 800 buses, OC Transpo

can-ies more than 80 miliion passengers artnually, providing 50 million kilometr-es of

service.3T The Commission de tamsport de 1a Communauté regonale de I'Outaouais

provides service in the city of Huli, Québec and connects with OC Transpo.

The h'ansit terminal at the St. Laurent Shopping Centre is the largest in the OC

Transpo system and is chosen for this case study.The shopping centre has a gross

leasabie a¡ea of 70,000 square metres, a high level of mall/transit integration has been

achieved through working ciosely with the shopping centre owner. Tite land for the

station was made available for $ 1.00 by the owner for two main reasons: first he was

convinced that the high level of n-ansit service that could be provided to and by the mall

woulcl attract customers, and second he was able to reduce the requirement for car

parking spaces by 25 for each transit bay in the station. The station was built on three

ieveis, local bus routes use the upper ievel, the mezzanine levei provides access to and

from the shopping centre, and downstairs is the thru-bus or transitway platform. Public

information, on the form of video monitors of scheduled bus departures, are piaced

strategicaliy inside the shopping centi'e.38

However, ali attempts to integrate ransit with commercial facilities has not been

as successful as wouid be desired by the OC Transpo planners. The Lincoln Fields

station, which is a major hub of activity located on the west û'ansitway, is within 400

me[res of a community shopping centre. Atternpts where made by OC Transpo officia]s

to interest the owner in jointly providing a pedestrian connection between the transit

station and the mall. No agreement could be reached with the owner and the current

pedestrian connections are quite inconvienent for paü'ons who utilize t¡ansit to access

the mali.

37 Canadian Urban Transit Association. Opcrating Charactcristics for 9 Maior Canadian Citics. 1988.

38 Gault- "Planning Transit." p. 5-6.
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FIGURE 8

TRANSIT TERMIT{ALS IN THE OC TRANSPO SYSTEM
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SOIIRCE:OC Transpo. Sysæm MapiCarte De Reseau. September 1986.
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FIGURE 9

OTTAWA,CARLETON TRAI\SIT TERMINALS
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Helen Gault, Senior Transit Planner with OC Transpo, states that in Ottawa, in

order to make public transit pafi of a new community it is important that it be a part of

the original plan rather then being an after thought. The clear delineation of transit

¡elated faciiities, including transit terminals and right-of-ways, for the next twenty or

thirty years allows people to plan in view of taking advantage of the coming transit

improvements. This would allow a developer time to prepare to for the timing and

location of his/her next project in relation to public tansir.

An example of this type of planning in Ottawa comes from the regional

community of Orleans, a municipality of approximately 50,000 people which straddles

two area mLrnicipalities in the east of the region. The transitway is uniikely to reach this

¿irea fot about twelìty years, but the development of a exclusive transit terminai ât the

regional shopping mall, Place d' Orleans, is in the works. The transit terminal in

Orlearls is being buiit currently ensuring a high profile for public n-ansit as rhis new

community develops.

Mississuaga, Ontario

The City of Mississuaga is located just west of Meu'opolitan Toronto and had a

1986 population of 374,005. The annual gïowth rate for the city was 18.7 percent

between 198 i and 1986. Mississuaga is ranked ninth in size out of twenty -five of the

largest municipalities, by population, in Canada.39

The City of Mississuaga Transit Department serves a285 square kilomeü'e area

with a fleet of over 180 buses. The transit system is highly inregrared. with the

surrounding municipalities of Oakvilie, Brampton, and Meü'opoiitan Toronto. The

major hubs in the Mississuaga û'ansit system aÍe at the Islington Subway Station in the

City of Etobicoke and at the Square One complex in Mississuaga.
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The six shopping centre stations operated by Mississuaga Transit were located

where they are presently more than 10 years ago. Five of the û'ansit stations are the off-

sü.eet type, with one being of exclusive use and one being an on-street location. Most

have been upgraded within the last four years, by the consü-uction of pavement, more

bus bays, and improved shelter facilities'

The Square One fansit sration, located in the ciry cenü'e, is the oniy such facility

ín the Mississuaga system with exclusive use and access, and separation from other

vehicles. It has two rectangular islands with sawtooth bays, as can be seen in frgure i 1.

It is close to a major shopping centre with a pedesn-ian walkway between Station and

mall, and is located on maIl ploperty. The.iacility is currently beconring congested by

new bus routes and more buses, and will require more Stops and bays' However'

expansion is difficult since it wor-rld require the removal of parking spaces; this is being

protested by mali tenants. Two alternatives that have emerged in this situation are: to

utiiize on-streer bus stops on Cjvic Cerltre Drive and facilitate more on-sh-eet ffansfers,

or to builr a new srarion facility close to a highway on the other side of the shopping

centre.

South Common transit station was designed in conjunction with the mall

owners. Buses use a two-way mixed-u'affic access road to the north and the south as

seen in figure 12. The station has also become congested and difficult to add more bus

bays ( five bays have been added in the last three years). Mississuaga Transit has had

difficulty in operating ar this statìon location because other u-affic is allowed to operate

through the station on the through street, r¡,ith some trucks and taxis actually stopping

and using the bus bays for pick-ups and deliveries. Another problem associated with

this facility is that it has become a teen gathering place of which the mall owners have

become very concerned about.
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Westwood Malì Station is located at a regional shopping cenü'e and was

plaruied according to a design similar to that of the Square One facility. Off-street u'ansit

service is cenna-Iized into this large station with both Brampton Tra¡sit and the Toronto

Transit Commission (mC) aiso sharing this faciLity.

Another land-use location lvhere exclusive t¡ansit stations a¡e utilized are at the

GO Transit stations, where bus passengers can ü"ansfer to GO T'rains to commute into

Toronto. An example is the Cla¡kson GO station. Mississuaga Transit also operetes to

tlie Toronto Transit Cornnrission's Islingtorr Subway sta'iion.40

FIGURE 10

TRAI.{SIT STATIOF{ LOCATION IN TTIE CITY OF

MISSISSUAGA
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FIGURE 11

SQUARE ONB TRANSIT STATION
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FIGURE 12

SOUTH COMMON MALL TRAI{SIT STATION
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FIGURE 13

WESTWOOD MALL TRANSIT STATION
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FIGURE 14

CLARKSON'GO TRANSIT' STATIOFJ
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Québec City

The men'opolitan region of Québec Citi,is made up of 15 municipaliúes with a

1986 population of 603, 261 ofwhich 164, 580 reside in the municipality of Québec

City. The annual growth rate for the region was 3.3 percent between i981 and 1986,

6.3 percent between 1976 anrl,1981 and 8.1 percent between 797L and'7916.41

The Commission d"e transport de Ia Communauté urbaíne de Québec

(C.T.C.U.Q.) operates pubiic transit service within the metropolitan region. With a

fleet of 463 buses, C.T.C.U.Q. carries nlore than 41 million passengers annually,

providing 23 million bus kilomenes of sen'ice.42 The CorporatÌon internunicipale de

transport de Ia Rtve-Sud de Québcc piovides transit service ín Levis, Québec and

connects to the C.T.C.U.Q.

In September 1988 the C.T.C.U.Q. completed the development and

impiementation of two transit stations in the suburban a¡eas of Charlesbourg and

Beauport. Le te¡minus Charlesbourg and Le ternlinus Beauport act as focal points for

n'a¡sit service in these municipalities and their surrounding areas.

Recently the C.T.C.U.Q., in a move to improve the quality of service offered to

its clientele, implemented the Rapidbus orExpress bus service between the suburban

stations and the downtown. Essentially this system allows passengers to travei to and

from downtown and their suburban homes by utiiizing a local feeder bus and

ü'ansfen-ing at the terminai to a Rapidbus to downtown Québec City.43 See figure 16

for a schematic of this new routing system.

41 Sratistics Canada. i986 Ccnsus Highlights. p. 4.

42 CTCUQ. Rapport Annuél l9BB. Quóbec City; CTCUQ, 1988. p. 7.

43 iui¿.
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Ali of the stations i¡ suburban Québec City are of the off-steet type of facilities

wirh an oval island design. Buses stop both around the cenû'e island of the terminal and

rhe outer edge, with the stop design being the sn'aight curbside style.

The Le\Terminus Beauport is a linear design with bus stops being of

sawtooth style with a capacity fot 72 vehicles. The Le\ Terminus Les SaLrles is an

elaborate facility being of oval design with bus stops located around both the cenlre

island and the outer edge of the facility. This station has a capacity of 14 vehicles with a

storage area for two buses and two cars.

The Le\ Terminus d'Youville is located in downtown Québec City

(Centre-Ville Québec) near the Place Jacques Ca¡tier complex. The station is semi-

exclusive in that some of its stops are located on-street in mixed-n'affrc while others are

exclusive bus-only lanes. This facility is highly visibly in that it occupies a small block

and has a cluster of well designed. shelter faciliries on-site. Shelters and canopies at each

of the bus srops creare a piatform style with large informational signage identifying

route assignments for these bus bays.
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FIGURE 16

STRUCTURE DU RESEAU DE LA CTCUQ
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FIGURE 17

TERMINUS LES SAULES

SOIJRCE: Piene Bouvier, ing., Chef de la division, Etudes et Développment du rése¿u, CTCUQ.



Eclmonton, Alberta

The Census Men'opolitan Area of Edmonton had a i986 population of 785,

465, with the city of Edmonton itself having a population of. 5J3,982. The annual

growrh rate of the region was 6.0 percent between 1981 and 1986, 18.1 percent

berwee¡ 1976 and 1981, ancl 11.7 percent between 1971 and I976.The growth rate for

the city of Edmonton was 5.9 percent between 1981 and 1986.M

Edmonton Transit operates public u'ansit service within the city's corporate

boundaries. The City of St. Aibert and the County of Sn'athcona suburban bus systems

operate in ueighbouring municipalities and to downtown Edmonton and connect with

Eclmonton Transit service. Edmonton Transit, Strathcona County Transit, and St.

Alberr Transit systems are partially integrated in that a passenger may t'ansfer from one

aLlthority to another in order to complete their tr-ip. Edmonton ü'ansit operates a fleet of

approximarely 600 diesel bnses, 100 trolley buses, and 37 light rail trains (LRT)

vehicles. The system cuffently carries more than 40 million passengers annually, which

is down signif,rcantly from the early 1980s highs of nearly 70 milüon annual riders.45

An integrai part of n'ansit station development, or transit centre as they are

refer¡ed to in Edmonton, is the timed trans.fer focal point concept. In the mid-1970s,

Ed.monton's bus system was completely redesigned, with ail routes reorganized to

feed., in synchronized patterns, into 19 transit centres spread across the city as shown in

figure 19. Edmonron was the first municipaliry in Canada to implement this concept on

such a large urban area. Currently five to twenty bus routes simultaneously converge

on one of the city's Íansit centres precisely 5 and 35 minutes after the hour during the

off-peak periods, and 15- or 20- minute intervals during the peak Periods.46

4 Stat-istics Canada. 1986 Census Highlights. p. 4.

a5 CUI¿.. Operating Statistics. 1988

46 Cc.ucro, Robcrt. "Urban Tra¡rsit in Ca¡ada: Integralion and Innovalion at its best." Transporlalion

Or¡arfcrl],. Vol.40, No.3, July 1986. P.293-316.
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FIGURE 18

TRAF{SIT CENTRE CONCEPT
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Passengers continuing their ü'ip scramble from one bus to another in order to

rnake co¡nections, and precisely 3 minutes after the buses arrive they depart the rransit

centre. This arrangement, often refer¡ed to as pulsing-scheduling - akin to a pulsating

heart beat - has allowed Edmonton to service not only downtown radial trips but also

crosstown commuter n-ips quite effectively .47 I J. Bakker, professor of engineering at

the University of Alberta and consultant to Edmonton Transit, ciaims that

Edmontonians can reach nearly 90 percent of a 130 square mile service area within 50

minutes or less during the midday by public nansit.48

OLlt of the 19 u'ansit centres in Edmonton, 10 are located on the premises of

shopping malis and rerail complexes where ample land was available for development.

property often has been leased to the city for as little as $1 dollar ayear, while two

celltres benefitted from land being donated outright by the owner.49 Recently, the

owners of the Kingsway Garden Mall expanded their retail area. The developer

r-ecognized. that transit brought a significant amount of business to the mall and included

paying for the consü'uction of a new station facility.50

Merchants have greatly benefitted from the increased volume of customers

dropped off at their door step. These findings were corroborated by Newman,

Bebendorf, and McNa11y, in a study on the timed transfer focal point concept for the

Urban Mass Transportation Adminisuation in Washington, D.C., in which they

concludecl that shopping malls have reported significant gains in sales following the

opening of on-site û-ansít facilities while competing retail complexes without a transit

facility \ilere experiencing losses. 51'

47 tbid.
48 Bakker, J.J. "Advantages and Experiences with Timed Transfer." A paper presented at the 60th annual

meeting of the Transportalion Resea¡ch Boa¡d, Washington, DC.' 1981.

49 Ceruero, Robert. Transportâtion Ouarterlv . p. 293-316.

50 Transit Topics. The newsletter of the Canadian Urban Transit Association, November, 1988.

51 N"r"run, D.4., M. Bcbcndorf and J. McNally. Timecl Transler: An Evaluation of ils Structure'

Perlormance ancl Costs. Washington, DC.: U.S. Dept. o1'Transportation, 1983. Section II.
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FIGURE 19

Oh{-STREET TRANSIT CBNTRE DESIGT{ - I\ORTHGATE
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Effectiue April 24. 1983

SOLIRCE: Mike Mah. Senior Transpornrion Engineer. City of Edmonron Transportation.
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FIGURE 20

OFF-STREBT TRANSIT CEI'{TRE DESIGNI - SOUTHGATE
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FIGURE 21

OFF-STREBT TRANSIT CENTRE DESIGN .
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SOLIRCE: Mike Mah. Senior Transporarion Engineer. City of Edmonton Transporration.



Many of Edmonton's transit cenffes are enclosed, heated buildings

complemented by scheduling and routing information. The cost of building these

structures is roughiy $350,000 each. All of the transit centres, with the exception of

on-street facilities, feature sawtooth bus bays which eliminates on-site competition and

recluces space requirements (relative to staight curbside parking).52

For most commuters utiiizing Edmonton's timed fl-ansfer system, average n-avel

times dropped 20 percent compared to previous travel times especially during the

midday. AIso, Edmonton Transit was able to eliminate redundant routes and

consolidate tn-lnk routes. With less radial connections into the downtown, transit was

al¡le to reduce one-third of its buses rLrnning on congestecl city cenÍe streets.53

As mentioned eariier, the City of St. Albert (popuiation 38,318) operates its

own suburban nansit service. Essentially the St. Albert Transit runs local services

within its corporate boundary which are timed to meet buses going to and from

Edmonton.As well, a bus bay has been reserved in the n'ansit centre for Greyhound

Lines of Canada for its intercity buses running from Edmonton to Spirit River and

Edmonton to Ft. McMurray.

St. Albert buses utilize two Edmonton Transit Centres enroute to downtown

Edmonton, along with the centre at the University of Alberta campus. Through an

altrangement bet\peen both cities,'there is fuil transferability between Edmonton, St.

Aibert, and Suathcona County u'ansit routes.

52 Ceruero, Robe¡t. Transportation Oua¡terll¡ . p. 293-316.

53 rui¿.
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Burnaby (Vancouver), British Columbia

The Census Meu'opolitan Area of Vancouver had a i986 population of

I,38072g,with the city of Burnaby itself having a population of 745,161. The annual

gowth rate for the region of Vancouver was 8.9 percent between 1981 and 1986. For

the city of Burnaby the annual go\ryth was 6.3 percent as measured between 1981 and

1986.s4

The Va¡couver Regional Transit System (VRTS) operates public transit service

within the city of Burnaby. The VRTS is a partnership of the local municipalities that

make up rhe Vancouver regional area and is jointty operated and financed by BC Transit

which is a provincial government department. The VRTS operates a fleet of

approximately 850 diesel and electric n'olley buses, 114light raii cars, and2 harbour

ferries. The system carried. more than 1OO million passengers annually in 1987'55

Within the city of Burnaby specifically there are three t'ansit stations, or transit

exchanges as they are referred to by BC Transit, on or near area shopping malls. The

three t'ansit exchanges in Burnaby are located at the Lougheed Mall in the east end of

the city, Me[-otown which is the regional town centre located along the skyh'ain line,

and the Brentwood Mall just to the north of the Men'otown complex as shown in figure

22.

The design of transit exchanges in Burnaby depends on land availability and

ownership, the number of bus berths (loading bays) required, and access and egress

limitations to and from the site. The Transportation Engineer from BC Transit works

very closely with the private developer, Municipal and Provinciai Highways

departments to ensure that ali the factors in site planning and design afe accounted for.

Some of the factors are:

54 Statistics Canada. 1986 Census Highlights. p.4.

55 Gien Leicester. Service Planning Manager. BC Transit. Vancouver.
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- compaúbiJity between the design of the bus exchange and the development;
- optimization of land used;
- mtfi" conflict on the MaIi property and circulation problems with the adjacent

roadway;
- visibility of the ü'ansit exchange for security reasons.56

Transit exchanges in Burnaby happen to be located at the three major transit

focal points for transferring. These coincide with Municipai Town Centre policies and

thus reinforce land use plans in existence. The construction of the off-street transit

exchanges benefits both the r¡ansit system and its user along with the shopping centre.

To illusü.ate this point, ridership at Metrotown has shown a dramatic increase since the

opening of the pernanent bus exchange at the Eaton Centre. The following tables and

figures help highlight tire data.57

The analysis, done by BC Transit in July 1989, compares loads on an hourly

basis just prior to the opening of Eaton Cenü'e (January to Mid-March 1989) and after

the mali opening (Mid-March to June 1989). Passenger loads during the daytime were

analyzed for each business day of the week, namely, weekday and Saturdays. The time

period between 1O:00 AM and 6:00 PM was chosen as it is a close paraliel to store

opening hours. The arrival and leaving loads of all routes were summed up to provide a

picture of the total passenger activity. Tabte 2 provides passenger volumes for

weekdays which is graphically presented in Figure23. The statistics show a total of

910 additional rides per day, or a 20 percent growth. Table 3 shows Saturday

passenger volumes while Figure 24 provtdes a graphic presentation. On Saturdays,

ridership has grown by about 940 passengers oI a 29 percent increase.S8

56 mt¿.

57 t¡io.
58 BC Transit. Mctrotown Riclership G¡owtli: Impact o[Eaton Centre Opening. Vancouvcr: BC Transit,

July, 1989. p. 7-4.
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FIGURE 22

TRAI.{SIT EXCHANGES IN BURNABY
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SOURCE; Glen læicesær. Service Planning h4arnger. BC Tra¡sit- Varcouver, Bdtish Columbia.



TABLE 2 and FIGURE 23

TÍno
Poriod
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Pre Post

l-oåd Chsngp
Total t6

1001-1 100
1 101-1200
1201-1300
1301-1/t0O
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7&s
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14
14
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56
63
65
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87
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94
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SOURCE: BC Transit- Metrotown Ridership Growtjr: Impact of Eaton Cenu'e Opening. Vancouvec BC
Transit, July 1989.
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Tfn€
Period

1oo1-1 loO
1 101-1200
1201-1300
1301-1400
1401-1500
1601-1600
1601-f700
1701-1800
TOTAL

Total l-osd
Pre Posil

loacl Changn
Toral t6

78
94
84

180
119
126
89

f67
937

,al
Buses

14
4
14
44
¿f6

45
45
45

ss,

263
g2
1æ
391
¡t55

453
179
102

341
436
513
671
674
579
668
569

m.
n.
19.
¡16.

26.

n.
18.

41.
321¡l 4151

TABLE 3 and FIGURE 24
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FIGURE 25

BRENTWOOD MALL EXCHANGE - BURT..{ABY

SOIJRCE: GIen Leicester. Service Planning Manager. BC Transit. Vancouver, Brirish Columbia.
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The transit exchanges have provided numerous benefits to VRTS passengers.

For example, at the Brentwood Mall, passengers previously has to cross the sffeet to

ü'ansfer between buses. With the new exchange which features a cenÍal ovai island,

their safety and convenience is greatly enhanced. The exchange has bus shelters and

benches on the platform for the passengers comfort, while waiting for connecting

buses. The transit exchanges have also taken advantage of good signage. Each bus

berth or bay is numbered and has an identifying sign denoting the route(s) using that

particular bay. At some of the exchange iocations, the VRTS provides schedule

information with a "Infotube" or digital display showing the departure times of all tr-ips

from that location.59

The iegal considerations which have been taken into account dLrring the

planning and implementation stages of u'ansit exchanges are:

- obtaining forma-l easement from the developerþwner of the ma-li;
- BC Transit is liabie for its operation and passenger safety within the easement;
- agreement to use the access roadway is obtained; and
- BC Transit be saved harmiess for the design features of the development

which are outside of its contol.tr

In terms of maintenance, BC Transit is responsible for the sweeping, cleaning,

maintenance of bus shelters, sno\¡/ removal, and operator's washrooms iocated on the

site of the t'ansit exchange.6l

The success of Eaton Cenn'e in atu'acting increased tansit ridership is largely

due to the integration of tansit facilities and the development itself. From the beginning

the entire development of the Eaton Cenn'e complex at Meû'otown r¡/as pianned with

n'ansit access in mind. The close proximity of the bus exchange has made n'avel.ling by

transit to the mall both attractive and convenrent.62

59 Gl"n Leicester. BC T¡a¡sit.
60 mro.

61 rui¿.

62 BC T¡ansit. Merorown. p. 5.
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Summary

It is evident rhat, judging from the data collected from the case examples across

Canada, transit station development at regionai shopping malls has been quite

successful. This success is expressed in boih the safety and convienence feature offered

to the passengers utilizing tr'ansit and to the transit properties which achieve greater

schedule adherence for their buses and operational advantages gained over the private

automobile. The regional shopping malls obviously benefit a great deal by having their

visibility increased as transit riders are quickly driven to the large complexes and

dropped off right at the door step.

Thc concept of placing transit stations at regional shopping malls was foLrnd in

four of the five case str:dy cities. Burnaby, Edmonton, Mississuaga, and Ottawa, had

alt located or integrated their transit stations with regional or major community

shopping malls throughout their urban areas.Two case study cities, Burnaby and

Ottawa, also co-ordinated the location srategy of their transit stations with existing

Town Cenû'e policies and land use plans. In Burnaby, the transit exchanges had been

located at the three major shopping malls which were in accordance with the Burnaby

Municipai Town Cenu'e Policy, and in Ottawa the u'ansit authority was included in the

early stages of planning for new regional town centres. OC Transpo rvas aliowed to

either secure n'ansit righrof-way lands accessing the new neighbourhoods or built a

Íansit terminal in a new a¡ea in advance of actuaL demand for such a facility.

The principle of allowing n-ansit to have exclusive access to a ü'ansit station on

site at a regional shopping mall was found in four of the five case study examples. The

fifth example, Québec City, also had exclusive access for their off-street transit stations

but did nor locate their facilities at regional shopping mails. Oniy the city of

Mississuaga operated some tansit stations where exclusive access was not secured.

62 BC Transit. Metrotown. p. 5.
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The use of the timed transfer focal poittt concept on a system wide basis was

found in one of the case study examples. The city of Edmonton implemented the TTFP

concept in the mid-1970s and re-organized their entire transit system a¡ound the i9

fi'ansit centres located around the urban area. Québec City also based its entire transit

routing system around five major transfer stations located around its urban area. Other

cities featured in the case study utilized the TTFP concept on a selective site basis where

Íansfers between certain types of bus routes were necessary to connect passengers of

outlying areas with the entire transit system. An exampie was found in the city of

Vancouver.

Examples of the use of the ovai island sryle of u-a¡sit station was found in every

case study city examined in this chapter. The cities of Edmonton, Mississuaga, and

Québec City also employed other design styles such as the straight-curb alignment of

buses alongside a shopping mall or in a on-street station situation. Ali of the examples

provided amenities with their stations, such as shelters (heated and non-heated), route

and system information, and signage.

The success of the Burnaby (Vancouver), Edmonton, Mississuaga, Ottawa and

Québec City experience in continuing to expand and utilize the exclusive n-ansit station

concept seems to indicate dearly that much can be gained by cities like Winnipeg in

expanding and developing similar facilities.
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CHAPTBR FOUR
Case Study: The City of Winnipeg

"Costs of mass transit can be prodígíous..3y reducing the dominance of the car
and the parking lot and the parking garaæ, the systerns reinforce the integrity of
the centre...Crank in this benefit and such environmental benefits as clean air
and lessened congeslion - not Io mentíon aesthetics - and mass transit begins to

Iook likz a bargain."

'William H. V/hyte, City: Rediscovering the Cenne, i989.

Introduction

This chapter examines the City of Winnipeg as a case study and is divided into

two sections: 1. A literature and terchiary datareview; and2. Pr-imary data analysis.

The evaluation of existing ffansportation system in 'Winnipeg is carried out, with

current demographics, traffic characteristics, ransit system dynamics, shopping centre

expansion examined, and followed by a case study of the existing two transit stations.

The was an opportunity to undertake passenger boarding/alighting counts and bus

operator surveys at the Polo Park and Garden City Transit Stations, along with the

opportunity to compare current survey data with data gathered by the transit department

in 1985 before the transit stations were built.

Plan Winnipeg, the city's official plan to guide development and growth over

the next twenty years, makes no specific recommendations or reference toward the

implementation of Íansit stations at regional shopping ma-lls, it does however prescribe

the right mix of land-use and transportation conditions that a¡e conducive to the

establishment of these facilities. The plan recommends the curtailment of rapid

suburban growth and favours a policy of containment with emphasis on infill

development into older or existing neighbourhoods. This st'ategy also favours transit

development over further infrastructure develop men t for automobiles.
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In describing the Plan Winnipeg transit-oriented approach a series of exclusive

busways and bus-only lanes along major arterial corridors to facil-irate radial movements

toward the downtown are recommended.

When new developments are located within an existing activity centre, the cost

of providing public amenities and services to that development are lower than if it were

located in a¡ undeveloped area. As PIan V/innipeg suggests, the n'a¡sit system should

encourage most commercial and industrial developments to locate in existing urban

built-up ¿rreas, where public services and facilities are already in place and the needed

improvements for upgrading can be provided cost-effectiveiy.

By clustering many city activities throughout the urban area results in a

concentration of trip ends. When a recreation complex, health care facility, public

tibrary or seniors centre are all located adjacent by a regional shopping mall, the transit

routes that serve the shopping mall also allow people to n'avel to these other activity

centres without transferring buses.

Although transit access is often considered to be a low-priority factor in the

Iocation decision of most developers, it is becoming an increasingly important variable

as traffic congestion continues to grow, the program costs to mitigate traffic problems

are levied on new developments, and the cost of energy increases.

Another reason for the deveiopment of transit stations in the city of V/innipeg is

the harsh ciimatic conditions that exist during most of the year. Considerarion for the

welfare and protection of each potential passenger of the h'ansit system should be

incorporated ínto the design and impiementation of a transit station development

program. Major transfer points throughout the transit system should be developed into

terminal sites not only to promote concenlrated development, but to reduce the effects

of V/innipeg's harsh climate on transit's patrons and induce a greater use of pubiic

transit.



Demographics and Traffic Characteristics

Between 1981 and i986 the population of the of the city of Winnipeg had

increased by 5-6Vo according to Statistics Canada census data. h-evious population

increases have been 0.67o (7976 - 1981) and 4.8vo (197I - 1976). In 1981 the

department of Environmental Planning carried out a study projecting future population

trends for'Winnipeg. The study reported that the population would increase by a

projected 4.27o (7986 - 1991), 2.67o (1991- 1996) andL6To (1996 - 2001).63

The total number of dwelling units in the city of Winnipeg has increased by

6.6Vo between 1981 and 1986, an increase much smaller, however, from previous five

year periods (+17.6Vo for 7976 - 198i; +21.6Vo for 7971 - 1976). The total number of

inner city a¡ea housing units has changed little over the last fifteen years whiie housing

in the suburbs has increased by 762Vo over the same time period. This clea¡ly shows a

trend toward a movement of people to the suburban areas of Winnipeg and away from

the older inner city areas.&

The number of registered passenger vehicles in the city of Winnipeg has been

increasing at a steady rate of 87o over the last ten years. Passenger vehicles registered to

those living in outer areas of 'Winnipeg (the suburbs) has increased as well, but vehicle

regisration in the inner areas has dropped off. This could be an indication of increased

reliance on public transit by inner city residents and a decreased dependence on ü'ansit

by suburban residential dwellers. Also, commercial vehicle regisu'aúon increasedT.ZVo

between 198i and 1986.65

In terms of u'avel demand, the total number of work trips (a.m. peak hour) in

V/innipeg has increased by 5.6Vo from 1971 to 1976 andby 4.1Vo from l9l6 to 1981.

63 City of Winnipeg. Travel and Demographic Trends. 1962 - 1986. Winnipeg: Streets and Transporrarion

Department, January, i988. p. 1.

6a Iuio. p. 6.

65 i¡i¿. p. l.



Data from the latest five year period 1981 to 1986 shows an increase of 17.3Vo in totaJ

work trips.66 This significant increase in work trips means that an increasing number

of vehicles are being carried on the existing roadway system during the peak moming

peak hours of u'avel in Winnipeg as shown by Tabie 4.

Total work trips can be further broken down by mode into four categories:

vehicle driver, bus passenger, vehicle passenger, and other (walker or cyclist). The

modai split for the past fifteen years has shown little or no change, with vehicle driver

consistently holding over 507o of all trips made by mode choice. Transit has

consistently remained steady at2LVo of overall uip mode choice in Winnipeg.

Table 4 Traffic Capacity on Major thoroughfares in Winnipeg

Sn'eet 7AM - 7PM
Average Weekday

AMPEAK
Hour Loads

PM PEAK
Hour Loads

PORTAGE 52,291
PEMBINA 33,5T9
FIENDERSON 28,400
MAIN 26,200

5,257
3,722
3,465
2,345

5,3r4
4,002
4,091
3,259

Source: Streets and Transportation Departrnent. 1986 City of V/innipeg Traffic Flow Map.

Transit System Characteristics

The city of Winnipeg Transit System serves a population of 596,894 (ctty),

generating 55,300,000 revenue passengers per year with approximateiy 26.4 million

vehicle-kilomeres operated annually. Between 1981 and 1986, total passengers carried

íncreased by 4.2Vo. During the same time period, annual kilomen'es operated stayed

virtua-lly the same and annuai hours of operation decreasedby ZVo. This indicates that

Winnipeg Transit decreased its yearly totai yearly operating hours while managing to

increase its total a¡nuaI ridership figure5.67

66 tbi¿.
67 CUte. Ooeratine Statistics. 1988.
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Winnipeg Transit maintains a fleet of 543 vehicles, the majority of which are

standard 40 foot and 35 foot diesel buses with a small number of gas buses for para-

transit operation. Of the 543 vehicles in the fleet, 480 are required for morning and

afternoon peak service demand for a typical winter weekday. The total number of bus

routes provided by n'ansit increased Trom52 in 1981 to 61 in 1986. The majority of

these 61 routes (including 13 express services) focus on the downtown area which

accounts lor 4BVo modal sha¡e of alt morning peak hour work trips.68 The current

morning peak transit modal share of work n-ips city wide is 21.8Vo. Winnipeg Transit

ca¡ries approximately 200,000 revenue passengers per qæicai weekday.

In Winnipeg, the passenger per kilomeü'e ratio has shown itself to be decreasing

while totaL kiiome['es per capita are increasing and passengers per capita are remaining

relatively constant. (City of Winnipeg i986) A^ 1982 consultants report for Winnipeg

Transit suggests:

Although there are a number of reasons why this has occurred, one of
the more obvious ones is that population growth in these urban a¡eas
occurs generaliy in the suburbs which are further from the primary
destinations which are usually in the downtown; the suburban areas
have a lower population density and are more diffi.cult to sewe, and
many of those who commute from suburban areas have a more diverse
range of n'ip destinations which are a-lso more difficult to serve by
tra¡sit. Another factor that has some effect on transit service efficiency
is the destination of work trips. In many urban areas, major
employment centres are being established in the fringe areas outside of
downtown.69

The dispersed nature of population growth and empioyment centres has meant that

Winnipeg Transit has had to expand and adjust its existing services, at an increased cost

while loosing ridership to the automobile, due to the decrease in tr'ansit efficiency in

serving outlying areas.

68 mio.
69 IeI Gtoup and W.L. Wardrop & Associates. "The Feasibility of Conversion to Non-Petroleum Power

Sources." Final Report, Winnipeg Transit System, March 15, 1982. p.23.
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Even though there is generally a high level of û'ansit service in the city of
'Winnipeg, accessibility to the system is not uniform among all city residenrs. One

group, the physicaliy disabled have great diffícuity in using and accessing regular on-

sü'eet transit services. Generally municipalities across Canada have responded to this

need by providing a variety of n'ansportation services, including door-to-door service

for the physicaliy disabled, and improvements to regular transit services and the

development of parallel para-transit services.

However adapting public transit systems to meet the needs of the physically

disabled implies either making future facilities accessible to all or retrofitting existing

facilities and services. In the city of Winnipeg, the Handi-transit service operated by

Winnipeg Transit utilizes smalier gas engine buses which are outfitred with lifts and

wheelchair tie-downs to meet the needs of the physicatly disabled. Recently, the system

was expanded to incorporated the use of specially designated taxi-cabs to provide

additional capacity for the pâra-transit operation. These taxi-cabs now handle calls from

disabled persons who are able to ride in automobile vehicles, which generally implies

that these persons are not limited to a wheelchair. The operation of the service is

subsidized by both the city of winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba.

Shopping Centre Expansion

In the expansion plans for both the Garden City Shopping Centre and the Polo

Park Shopping Centre, transit waS considered by the developers during the planning

process. It was reafized that transit played an important role in providing an alternative

means of travel, and in some cases an only means of travel to the centre.

The Garden City Shopping Cenn'e is located in the community commitree a¡ea

of Lord SelkirVWest Kjldonan in the norrhwesr corner of Winnipeg. The cenrre opened

tn 1970 and has 444,636 square feet gross floor area (G.F.4.2) and 361,323 square

feet gross leasable area (G.L.F.4.2). A Parking ratio of 5.9 spaces per 1,000 is
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Provided.T0

Garden City Shopping Centre is a lineal mal1 with two major anchors at each

end of the enclosed facility. Access to the facility is from three sides by way of two

regional arterial and one local street. Winnipeg Transit operates four bus routes

through the transit tenninal.7l

Polo Pa¡k Shopping Centr-e is located in the community committee area of Ciry

CentreÆt. Rouge on the western boundary with St. James Assiniboia. Polo Park is the

largest regional shopping mall in the city and. has 1,054,700 G.F.A.2 and 892,403

G.L.F.4.2. A parking ratio of 6.0 spaces per 1,000 square feet is provided. 72

Polo Pa¡k Shopping Centre is a lineal ma1l with alnge centre court, upper and

lower shopping levels, and. two major anchors at each end of the enciosed mall. Access

is provided from three regional arterial streets and one local street. Transit operates

eight routes which enter the shopping centre property, two routes looping around the

westside while the remaining six routes utilize the ransit terminal off Portage Avenue.

The planning process employed for the expansion of both Polo Park and

Garden City shopping centres involved the access of transit in addition to building

design and market analysis. Thus, existing n-ansit routing patterns were reviewed and

alternatives developed to meet the needs of the expanded facilities. Transit station

development was reviewed in tems of the impact on parking, conflict and congestion,

and pedestrian accessibiliry.

70 Information Winnipee. City of Winnipeg, June, 1983. p. I-2.
71 Tebinka, Richard. "Transit Service at Shopping Centres." p. 2
72 Inl'ormation Winnipcg. City of V/innipcg. p. I-2.
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During the planning for the expansion of both centres, the influence of t¡ansit

on internal circulation and the number of parking spaces to be provided were of main

concern to the planners. An examination of the overa-ll circulation and parking system

also meant that any provision of a t¡ansit facility would have to mínimize the adverse

affect to any tenants. The Sears management were concerned over the loss of parking

spaces on their property. After the parking layout was revised and the new facility

design finalized, Sears actually gained spaces (1,580 total parking spaces) after

development.T3

Case Study of Existing Station Facilities in 'Winnipeg

Shopping Centre Access Policy

The current policy of the City of Winnipeg Transit System in regards ro

shopping centre access is as stated: "To provide on-site f¡ansit access to all regional

shopping centre."l4 The objectives behind this poiicy are to minimize the walking

distances for tlle shopping centre custonrers who use public transit, minimize

diversions for through passengers on transit, and to maintain schedule adherence of the

transit service.

Some of the design guidelines currently in place and used by Winnipeg Transit

when implementing a new ua-nsit terminal are as follows:

- Cenn'alize all routes into a singie station,
- Separate bus traffic from auto traffic;
- Provide bus access from both route directions;
- Locate station near shopping cenne entrance;
- Locate station nea¡ washrooms (especially for drivers);
- Provide heated waiting areas for passengers;
- Station must be visible from shopping centre;
- Route and Schedule information must be provided;
- Be careful with landscaping;

73 Tebinka, Richard S. "T¡ansit Service at Shopping Centres." A paper presented at rhe 1988 RTAC
Annual Conference, Halifax, Nova Scoda, September, 1988. p. 5.
7a Shopping Centre Access Policy and Design Guidlines. City of 'Winnþg 

Transir System, 1987.
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- Use common sense about safety; and
- If designing a new shopping centre, orient shopping centre ro rhe

major street that n'ansit uses.75

Garden City and Polo Park Stations

The exclusive u'ansit station consmrcted at the Ga¡den City Shopping Cenu'e is

a five bay straight alignment type, with the bays being constructed on concrete pads.

Unheated bus shelters were constructed along the sû'aight platform which parallels the

shopping cenü.e building. A long iron railing was installed along the platform berween

the transit station and the shopping centre to control where pedestriaas would be able to

enter and exit the facility. Buses access the station by entering mall property off Leila

Avenue and traveliing along a major lane then entering the exclusive transit station

facility. Buses exit the facility through a secondary lane back to the mall access gare on

Leila Avenue. Buses are allowed priority while û'avelling along the lanes and have all

signals (stop signs) oriented in their favour. See figure 26 and27.

The cost of the station was cost shared between the Garden City Shopping

Centre owners, The City of Winnipeg and The Province of Manitoba. The Province

and The City contributed $i6,000 each to pay for the centre, for a total of $32,000.

Ga¡den City Shopping Centre conn-ibuted the balance of the costs to develop the

$120,000 facility, or $88,000.20

75 mr¿.
1É, ^ .'" leDrnKa. p. 1).
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FIGURE 26

GARDEI\ CITY TRANSIT STATIOhJ . LOCATIOh{
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FIGURE 27

GARDB¡{ CITY TRANSIT STATION . DETAIL

rrrc

SOIIRCE: Tebinka, Richa¡d S. "Transit Service at Shopping CenÍes." A paper presented at rie 1988
RTAC Armual Conference, Halifax, Nova Scoria, Sepæmber i988.
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The transit station iocated at the Polo Park Shopping Cenn'e is an eight bay

facility centre around a centre island type of design. A iron railing is located ar the top

of the station to channel passengers into the designated walking areas provided and to

prevent pedesn.-ians f¡om wandering out into vehicular traffic.Bus access to the station

is off Portage Avenue and is exclusive in that no other traffic other than n-ansit vehicles

are allowed on site.

The cost of the station was $300,000 and included the provision of three bus

shelters (one heated, two unheatecl). This cost was shared between the shopping centre

owner ($240,000) and The Province of Manitoba ($30,000) and The City of Winnipeg

($30,000). The cost of the facility included $140,000 for landscaping around the site,

which consistecl of extensive ffee planting, paving stone, cobble stone pedestrian

walkways and extensive ornamentai lighting. The landscaping of the site helped the

facility blend in with the design of the redeveloped shopping centre and now provides

arr att¡active focus for bus aclvity.77

Funding provided by the Province of Manitoba came through the Innovative

T¡ansit Projects Program administered by the Provincial Department of Urban Affairs.

This program has been used previously to provide for new heated transít shelters

located around the downtown area of Winnipeg.

Bus volumes for the five bay Garden City station, which currently serves four

bus routes, are 307 buses per day. Polo Park transit station service is featured on two

sides of the mall, with the west side of the ma-l1 served by two routes and 747 buses per

day. The main eight bay station on the southside just off Portage Avenue serves six

roLrtes and 256 buses per day.78

77 rui¿.

78 rbi¿.
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FIGURE 28

POLO PARK TRAI.{SIT STATIOI..{ . LOCATION
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FIGURE 29

POLO PARK TRANSIT STATION - DETAIL
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Pa.ssenger/Driver Surveys

Purpose

The opportunity to unde¡take passenger boarding/alighting counts and bus

operator surveys at the Polo Park and Garden City Transit Stations presented itself,

along with the opportunity to compare current survey data with data gathered by the

ffansit department in 1985 before the transit stations were built. The purpose of the

counts and surveys was to ask two questions: 1. That the const¡uction of transit

stations at regional shopping malls increases transit ridership to these facilities; 2. That

the stations have improved on-site operations at the malls whiie achieving h'ansit

planning goals and objectives?

In 1986, Polo Park shopping cenÍe underwent a massive expansion of its

commercial retaii and open floor area space. At this time of redevelopment, the role of

transit in servicing the retail complex was considered by planners, engineers and

alchitects involved in the project. To this effect, a joint development agteement was

reached between the mail owners, Cadillac Fairview, the City of Winnipeg and the

Province of Manitoba, to deveiop the Polo Park n'ansit station.

Also in 1986, the Garden City shopping cenü-e redeveloped and expanded. the

southern portion of its complex into a food court concept area and additional retail

space. During this expansion phase, transj.t service to the mall was reviewed and, the

developrnent of the Garden City transit station was undertaken by joint agreement

between the owners, the city, and the province.

The survey was designed to review the changes in boarding and atighting rhar

have occurred at these two mails since the consû'uction of the stations. The survey

comprised two parts: First a passenger count was carried by the author. Data on

boarding and alighting from i985, before station implementation, was reviewed and
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conpared to the new survey data gathered. This survey demonsû'ates that Íansit usage

at the malls has increased over the five year period and is related to the development of

the station facilities.

Secondly, a survey of the drivers of transit buses who operate into the two

station facilities was undefiaken. It explored the operationai effectiveness of the two

stations as viewed by the operators who use them everyday. This data provided, some

insights into how usefui the consu-uction of these two facilities has been, and if any

irnprovements should be considered for these two sites.

Description of Survey

Passenger boarding and alighting (passengers getting "on" and "off" the bus)

during the daytime were observed on one day of the week, nameiy a business

weekday. The survey was conducted in the month of Janua¡y i990 in order to reflect

average passenger activity and loads normaJly experienced by h-ansit during the year.

The time period between 10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. was chosen as it is a close parallel

to store operating hours. The boarding and alighting of all routes operating into the

terminals were gathered. All passenger boarding and alighting buses ar rhe terminal

were counted, however drivers boarding and alighting (whether driving the bus or on

their way to work) were not counted. The counts were compared to the boarding and

alighting totals of the i985 "pre-station" data on a 2-hour time-period basis.

The operator's survey was undertaken by presenting, at random, a questionaire

to a driver of a bus sitting in the station during the time-period iO:00 A.M. to 8:30

P.M. The driver was asked to fill out the survey survey and hand it back to rhe aurhor

on the bus.
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Dates of the Surveys

The dates of the boarding and aiighting passenger suryeys were January 23,

1990 at the Garden City Shopping Cenn'e, and Januaty 24, 1990 at the Polo Park

Shopping Cenre.

The dates of the operator's survey were March 19, 1990 at the Garden City

Shopping Centre, and Ma¡ch 19, 7990 ar rhe Polo Park Shopping Centre.

P¡oblems encountered

Only one major problem was encountered at the Garden City shopping centre

site. The view of the station from a l'estaurant inside the shopping centre was

occasionally blocked by delivery trucks which meant the author had to step outside of
the mall in order to keep the view of the station. Fortunately this did not happen very

often, and did not interfere with the count as parking trucks were anticipated before the

ar¡ival of any buses.

At the Polo Park site, the author was located in a second level restaurant over

looking the station. The oniy problem that occurred at this site was the ability to keep

track of passengers boarding and aiighting during the rush hour, but this was

anticipated and was remedied with the assistance of a second person.

For the driver's survey, the problem of getting the driver to take the time to

respond to the questionaire was sometimes difficult. If a bus d¡iver was running late, or

did not have any layover time in the transit station then the survey was not completed.

Only one driver who did have layover time at the station refused to answer the

questionaire.
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Observations

At the Garden City Transit Station generally most patrons used the crosswalk

into the mall, but some (from theTI and73 routes) cut under the guard fence to cross

into the shopping centre. Peopie generally waited inside the heated mal.l enn'ance in the

winter rather than in the bus shelters located on the bus plaform in the station.

At the Polo Park Transit Station generally speaking, many passengers û'avel1ing

to Polo Park from routes J8,66,J9, and 97 would alight at the Fortage and Tylehurst

stop across Portage Avenue from the station. The buses on these routes usuaily arrive

empty into the station after having to ffavel over Empress Sn'eet.

Polo Park is a well designed station, with good passenger safety and

informational features. Its weakness is, of course, the fact that all routes terminating at

the station from the west and southwest of 'Winnipeg cannot make a left hand turn from

eastbound Portage Avenue into the station. Rather these buses have to ft'avel around

and over Empress Street and enter the station from westbound Portage Avenue.

People who do alight in the station sometimes jump the guard fence in the area

rather than using the designated crosswalks. This of course can create ahazatd for the

turning buses in the station area, as bus drivers experience a blind spot while

maneuvering a right hand turn and run the danger of hitting a paû'on who does not

observe the crosswalk areas. Another danger occurs just outside the station area where

passing car traff,lc near the mall enrance experiences diff,rculty stopping for wandering

pedestrians.
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TABLB 5

POLO PARK TRANSIT STATION

SUMMARY OF BOARDING AND ALIGHTING 1985/1990

TIME PEzuOD ROUTE 1985 1990 CHANGE

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF

10:00 - 18:00 78

66nncc/

66o¡nowN

79

97

26

148

15

264

JJ

55

5

132

5

)

J

201

241

445

55

95

26

B6

34

4

4

35.8 420.0

221.3 -34.8

68.6 580.0

67.0 100.0

72.7 133.3

TOTALS 575 147 7037 154

TOTALLOAD 722 1191 65.)Vo
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TABLE 6

GARDEN CITY TRANSIT STATION

SUMMARY OF BOARDING AND ALIGHTING 1,985/1990

TIME PEzuOD ROUTE 1985 1990 CHANGE

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF

10:00 - 1B:00 )-I

18

7is

7|m

101

248

i05

138

120

30

193

l4
,7o
to

130

247

¿Jt

ó/

b9

290

222

¿5ó

81

93

779

130.8 640.0

3.6 23.3

-17 .7 9.5

-50.0 79.2

741.7 37.7

TOTAI^S 718 505 9s0 Bi3 32.3 60.9

TOTALLOAD 1223 L7 63 44.ZVo
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Polo Park and Garden City Transit-Transfcr Station Operator's Survey

Each question allowed thc d¡iver to rcsponcl by circling lllc nurnbcr that bcst rcprcsented his/her answer.

Exampìe

2. How would you rale entering and cxiting this station?
Easyl 2 3 4 5 Difficult

Section A: The Polo Park Transit Station

1. Does this station help you to maintain your schctjulc cluring rush hours?
Very Helpful 33Vo BVo BVo 0 50Vo Not Helplul

2.How would you rate entering and cxiting this station?
Easy ITVo 0 427o IlVo 25ak Ditlicult
Comments:

- Big bus is difficult to opcratc into the.station.
- Snow creates icy conditiorts, bìocl<s cntrance.
- Entcring is easy, exiting bacl< onto Portage is dif'ficult.

3. A¡e there any conflicts with automobilc trallic at this sitc?
No conflicts 33Vo 17Vo 77Vo BVo 25o/o }vfany Con[1icts
Comments:

- At the exit, trying to get back into traffic is a problem.
- Parked cars at the Northrvest .sicle bus stop (Eaton's) are problems.
- Delayed entering the station l:ccause have to wait behind through buses on

Portage Avenue.

4. Do you f,rnd that most passengers ancl pcdcs[rians obcy thc clcsignated crosswalks in the station a¡ea?
Observe 25Vo 0 33Vo BVo 33% Do not obscrve

5. Do you feel the station is safe for both passcngc.r and bus traffic operation?
Very Safe 5B7o IlTo ll%o 0 BVo NoL Salb

Section B: The Garden City Transît Stalion

6. Does this station help you to maintain 1,our schc.rìulc during rush hours?
Very Helpful 367o 0 IBTo 9o/o 367¿¡ Not l{clpful

7. How would you rate entering and cxiLing this srirLion?
Easy 9Vo 970 36Vo l\o/o 2'7 o/o Di l'f icu lt
CommenLs:

- Lack of exclusive roadn'a¡'l'or'ltr¡sc.s.
- Exit lane: Cars stoppe rl at I he Scars Autocent¡e, Cars travel Ìvrong

direction on one way strect.
- Schedule does not allorv enough tinrc to operate into/through the station

on #77 route.
- Need for leff hand turn Iânc orrlo Lcila as cars often bacl<ed up at the light

and buses cannot âccess tllis cxil.
- Station is too closc to thc Nlrrll.
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8. A¡e tJ-rere any conflicts wiLh automobilc traf'f ic aL tlìis si[c?
No conflicß 36Vo 0 IBVo tBVo Z'7a/o lrllny Conllics
Comments:

- Conflicts at tlle entrance ancl c.vit.
- Cars travel wrong directiou on f.lìe onc Ìvay exit lane.

9. Do you find that most passengcrs ancl pcclcsLrians obcy tlre clcsignated crosswalks in the station a¡ea?
Observe 457o 0 9Vo 9Vo 36Vo Do nol obscr.r,c

10. Do you feel the station is salc for borh passcngcr ancl bus tralfic operation?
Yery Safe 557o 9Vo 7B7o IBo/o 0 NoL Sll'c

Additional Comments:
- !ngraae pavement as buses It<lt{onl out at the exit of Garden City Station.- Buses and Shopping Centre par.ltirrg Lots do not mix!- If Iluses enter a shopping centre site, then station shoulcl have exclusive

bus lanes and access.
- Exits are icv in winter.

Optional:

Driver's prefcrred to rcmain anonyn'ìous anrl clirl not providc lhcir namcs or number of years with
Winnipeg Transir.

Evaluation

The purpose of tlte passeltgcr counts ¿ulcl driver's sLìrveys was to test the

hypothesis'that the consrLrction of transit srarions at regional shopping malls has

increased transit ridership to thess facilities, anci also that the starions have improved

operations on-síte at the malls while achieving transit planning goals and objectives.

The surveys have shown that thc two transit stations have been an immense

success in the first five years of operirtion. The passenger counts show that there has

been a solid increase in the nt¡nlber of p¿rirr)ns usirlg the n-ansit sraiions, with the polo

Park Station experiencing a 65a/o incretLsc in passerrger boarding and alighting a¡d the

Garden City Station registerirtg .t 44c/o inc:r'e¿rse over a f,rve year period before and after

the stations were built.
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The driver's survey registered a 58Vo response rate based on the 40 survey

questionaires handed out to the d¡ivers. Of the driver's responding, 52Vo came from the

Polo Park Station while 4\o/o where from the Garden Cíty site. Key points to highlight

about the Polo Park Transit Station are: 1. Entering and exiting the station appears to be

a problem for some drivers; 2. Snow removal is also a major concern at this site; 3.

Pedesn-ians who do not obey the designated crosswaik areas in the station present some

safety probiems for the drivers at this station. For the Ga¡den City Transit Station, the

foliowing key points came out in the survey: 1. The need for exciusive bus lanes to

enter and exit the site; 2. Schedule adjustments for passengers to board and alight

bnses; 3. Snow and ice removal during the winter to ensrue safe operation of the buses;

4. Pavement upgrading on the exit lanes to prevent buses from bottoming out.

The driver's survey pointed out that some design modifications are needed at

each site. The Polo Park Transit Station entrance and exit needs to be modified to allow

safer operation of buses back onto Portage Avenue and into traffic, and Garden City

could use more exclusive access lanes on the mall properly.

Outside of the need to modify a few planning and design problems with the two

ransit stations, the d¡iver's generally feit that the overali concept of exciusive tr-ansit

facilities at regional shopping malls was a good idea. This was reflected in the

comments that buses and shopping centre parking lots do not mix, but that if buses

must enter the mali property then allowing them to have exclusive lanes is the only

option to use in that situation, It was also reflected in the last question of the survey, in

that the driver's at both stations felt that the stations were safe for passenger and bus

traffic operations.
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Summary

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, Plan Winnipeg makes no specific reference to

the implementation of exclusive ft'ansit stations at regional shopping malls in Winnipeg.

However, the development of such faciiities has shown a potential for a more efficient and

effective transit system and to increased ridership. These actions all iend support to Plan

Winnipeg's u'ansit-contaínment option, endorsed by both the Province and the City.

The development of n-ansit stations at regional shopping malls is practical given the

changing ü'affic and transit conditions in V/innipeg.'With the demand for better transit

service in thc newer suburban areas and the need to maintain the high level of existing

service to the downtown and within the inner city, stations allow for the transit system to

adapt to these changing conditions and become a more viable a-j.temative to the automobile.

Tire case study of Winnipeg in this chapter has provided insight into a number of

factors that suggest that the development of exclusive û'ansit stations at regional shopping

centres is wa¡ranted. The increase in automobile ownership in the city of Winnipeg and the

ensuing its use by suburban residents to facilitate tip movements between residential areas

and suburban commercial shopping afeâs has meant that the parking lots of malls are more

congested and difficult to effectively service by tr'ansit.

The main focus of transit service in Winnipeg continues to be on the downtown

commuter trip, although transit has had to expand its service farther out to the new

suburban areas and meet the ne\Ã/ travel demands of persons wanting to n'avel between

suburban residence and shopping mal1. Given these conditions, Winnipeg Transit ridership

has remained relatively high over the last ten years.
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Suburban Shopping Cenn-es have expanded considerabiy over the last ten years in the

city of Winnipeg, such as the major expansions at Polo Park and Ga¡den City with minor

expansions at Grant Pa¡k, St.Vital, and Kildonan P1ace malis. These expansions and re-

developments have affected peoples û'avelling patterns within the city of Winnipeg and put

demands on transit to better service the mali sites. V/ith Winnipeg Transit's policy of

providing service to all regional shopping mails wi.thin its service area, the development of

the transit station at two of the six regional malls has not only met the demand for improved

transit service, but also improved the aspects of the overall city system.

The existing Polo Park and Garden City Transit Stations have aided n'ansit in providing

better service to the shopping malls and their surrounding neighbourhoods, and have

reduced the walking distance for passengers between the bus stops and the front door of

the mails. This is considered to be a bonus in Winnipeg because of the large setbacks that

have been allowed by the planning department to the shopping centre developers.

The case study and surveys have shown that the two transit stations have been an

immense success in the f,rrst five years of operation, although some design modifications

a¡e needed at each site. Generally each station have given the patron of h-ansit, the transit

system, and the mall owner better service, easier transfer movements, along with the

benefits ofincreased access to shopping and rec¡eational facilities.
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CHAPTER 5
Implementation strate gie s and Re c ommendations

F or Winnipeg
"The problem is to dístinguish between two qu,e.stions:

What would we like to achieve? and l-low shall we achieve it?',

EarlLevin,1962

Introduciion

Planning for tr¿rnsit lransfer stations at regíonai shopping malls requires the close co-

operation among many agencies which must adjust some of thei¡ activities to accommodate

such a facility. For example, the sh'eets and n'ansportation department may be required to

instali or revise traffic conû'ol signals to accommodate bus turning movements into the new

statiotl. Legal advisors are necessary for the estabiishment of each of the involved parties

rights and obligations. Thus, it can be seen that impiementing transit stations is complex

and reqr:ires the development of a sÍategic pianning process.

This chapter outlines the successful fearures and factors of transit stations based on the

examination carried out in previous chapters. It explores future site locations for exciusive

transit stations a¡ound the city of Winnipeg, then the pianning process is then reviewed.

The chapter further explores the concept of a Tra¡sit Station Policy Program for the on-

going planning, implementation and maintainence of these facilities. The recommendations

that follow in this chapter were developed based on the evaluarions of the case s¡:dies done

both nationally and localiy, and the results of the passenger counts and. driver's surveys

done at the Polo Park and Garden City Transit Stations. The evaluations and results again

re-enforce the notion that major n'ansit transfer points can be successfully integrated. with
rnajor areas of urban activities and land use. That by carefully planning for the connecrion

between transit and land use, cities can reduce the costs of urban growth while improving

the form, quality, and efficiency of their environments fo¡ their citizens.
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Lessons in Transit Station Planning and Design

The previous chapters examined the many different features and factors of transit

station planning and design. The second chapter deait with the underlying link between

mass public transit and land use planning, station location, and on-site layout and

anemities. The third chapter reviewed station development in the cities of Burnaby

(Vancouver), Edmonton, Mississuaga, Ottawa, and Québec City. The fourth chapter

examined Winnipeg as a Case Study by itself, exploring the need for stations and

evaluating exisiting faciiities. Four major lessons in transit station planning and design

emerged. These lessons are: 1. Most common design recommended a¡d empioyed; 2.

Exclusive access to shopping mall propefiy; 3. Location of Stations in relation to high

activity urban land uses; and 4. Achievement of transit planning objemives.

The most colTìmon design recommended and used was the oval or rectangular 'island'

style, whel'e buses loop around a concrete pedestrian platform. This design was

cornplemented by the use of the sawtooth bus bay, appropriate signage and information,

and effective sheiter facilities. Examples of were found in Burnaby (Vancouver),

Edmonton, Winnipeg, Mississuaga, Ottawa, aad Québec City.

Exciusive access by û'ansit vehicle to service regional shopping centres was design

principle employed by all of the case study cities. Mississuaga and Winnipeg provided

examples of transit stations located on mall properties without exclusive bus lane access

and highlighted the some of the problems encountered. It was from the experience of
Mississuaga and Winnipeg that exclusive access was considered neccessary as part of any

future plans for û'ansit stations.

The location of transit stations iú relation to high urban activity land uses, namely

regional shopping centres, were found in ail case study cities except for Québec City. In

addition, the cities of Burnaby and Ottawa practiced co-ordinating their placement of transit

stations with exisiting regional town centres as outlined in their regional land use planning
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policies.

The achievement of transit policy objectives of increasing the use of pubiic

trtansportation has been accomplished with the implementation of transit stations.

Contributing to the improvement of the quality of service delivered at regiona-l malls has

been the cenn'alizing of bus passenger activity and a rarionalization of route structures in

exclusive facilities. These finding were corroborated by the boarding and alighting studies

done at the Polo Park and Garden City transit stations in Winnipeg, and by the ridership

data provided by BC Transit. Aiso, the link between mass transit and land use planning

was realized when transit stations we¡e located at regional shopping centres.

These lessons influenced the development of the recommendations contained in the

proceeding sections of this chapter. The recommendations represent general principles

which can be used by transit planners when considering u-ansit station development.

Future site locations within the system

RECOMMENDATION ONE

That Winnipeg Transit actívely begin pursuing
development of seven trans¡t stations around the city of
WÍnnipeg in co-operat¡on with the owner/developers of
regional and community shopping malfs nearby these
proposed sites. These stations should be built at the rate of
one per year starting in 1991 and ending in 1997.

ln conjunction with station development, Wínnipeg
Transit should make necessary route modifications so that a
circumferential route utilizing 9 of the 11 f inal statÍon
locations in the city could be implemented.

That all trans¡t stations and their Iocations be clearly
marked on future issues of the winnipeg Transit Route Map
and Service Guides.

The location of new transit stations in the city of V/innipeg tansit network wouid seem

evident given the successes of such facilities in Vancouver, Edmonton, Mississuaga,

Ottawa, and Québec City. Their usefulness greatly aides transit in delivering better service
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to regional shopping malls, while also centrahzingransfers throughout the system at one a

handful of locations. The operating costs offered in the iong-term by these facilities a¡e

atracüve to ffansit properties considering such a deveiopment. In Winnipeg, the existing
statioils at Polo Pa¡k and Garden City have proven their utility to nor the user of the rransir

system, but to the shopping mall owner and the nansit system.

In determining the location of new û'ansit stations around the city of Winnipeg, an

analysis of the current points of heavy transferring on the system's various routes \pas

undertaken. The easiest way to determine this was to review the current issue of the system
map and plot the points of convergence where many through and, locai routes met. Then in
consultation with h-ansit officials regarding transfer loads at these points, confirmations of
sites bearing potentiai for Íansit station development was undertaken.

The next major factor in the analysis of these sites was to determine the close
approximation of the nearest regional shopping mall. In the analysis of Winnipeg, seven
potential sites were identif,red for tansit station development. After the seven potential sites

were plotted onto a transit system maþ of 'Winnipeg, 
along with the two existing shopping

centre based stations and the two post-secondary institution stations, a unique opportunity
presented itself. The development of a ci¡cumferential route \ilhich would circle around in
areas outside downtown of Winnipeg. This route would connect nine of the proposed
eleven h'ansit stations in the system (four of which already exist) by routes that are already
in operation. The route 73 Leila, 7 5 Lagimodiere, 78 Waver1y, and 79 Cha¡Ieswood would
all link the proposed circumferential network with the exception being in the north end of
ths oÌry. FIe¡e the expeotsd oompietion of rl.re Klldonan Oorrldor bridge in late 1gÞ0 would
aliow for the final link, or extension of existing routes, to complete the network. These

seven locations are identified in Figure 30.
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FIGURE 30

PROPOSED WINNIPEG CIRCTIMFERENTIAL TRANSIT NETWORK
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Transit Station Planning and the Planning Process

Goals and objectives are general statements that articulate a desired future state of

affairs. The goals and objectives for transit station planning can be summarized as follows:

Goal: To provide on-site transit access to all regional shopping centres in the

city of Winnipeg.

Objectives: Minimize walking distances for shopping centre customers who use

public transit.

Minimize diversions for through passengers fr'avelling on n'ansit.

Maintain schedule adherence of the ü'ansit service.

The process of transit station implementation and master planning requires a systematic

approach. The implementation process is larger in scope than the actual transit station

master plans and provides the transit planner with a framework for station development.

After there is a commitment from the government at both the civic and provincial levels,

along with funding arrangements, then the implementation process should begin and

according to the following steps:

1. Goals and Objectives - cleariy defining generally what it is to be accomplished

in the future.

2. Demand Study - Briefly review and examine the key transfer sites throughout the

system, the site relation to regional malls, and if passenger

activity and bus traffic warrants a station. Mail owner

p articip ation required.
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3. Station Circulation Facilities Analysis - develop a preliminary site plan after

determining the demand. This can be done by using the

framework established by Petersen and Brasweii and availabie in

Appendix A of this practicum.

4. Community Participation - an integral part of the planning process to support

and review preliminary findings. This would involve the

participation of other municipal agencies, mall owners, and

citizen interest groups. The format for such a forum would be

the public meeúng setting.

5. Development of a Transit Station Master Plan - with specific design

considerations based on the findings of the previous three steps.

The plan will also outline clearly the funding base for the

projects. The public should have ample time to review and

understand.the plan, and their reactions shouid be seriously

considered.

6. Implementation - of the final plan.

7. Review Process - shouid be develop to monitor the master plan and re-assess its

implementation in relation to future planning of the system.
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Development of Transit Station Facilities Policy Program

RECOMMENDATION TWO

That the adoption of ihe Transit Station Fac¡l¡t¡es
Funding Program be undertaken by the City of Winnípeg
and supported by the Provincial Department of Urban Affa¡rs.

The need to develop an ongoing policy that will allow for the further development of

transit stations in the City of Winnipeg is evident. This policy woutd not only identify

funding sources for the implementation of stations, but also propose a time framework in

which the rational addition and development of each site would take place. The program

would be undertaken by the transit system and involve the planning section of transit to

negotiate with the various developers and owners of shopping malls with the goal of

impiementing this program.

Financing Formula

The precedent set by the development of the Polo Park and Garden City u'ansir srations

serves as an excellent example of how future stations should be developed in the city of

Winnipeg. The previous formula had the developer/owner of the mall pay rhe majority of

the costs associated with station construction and the city and the province pay a

corresponding sha:'e on 50-50 cost sha¡e basis. It is proposed that the developer of furure

facilities pay 75 percent of the consû'uction costs with the city and province each

conhibuting the remaíning25 percent of the costs.

City Responsibility

The City of 'Winnipeg would be required to make a commitment by council, at rhe

request of the n'ansit department, for the implementation of the Transit Station Facitities

Funding Program. This commitment would mear endorsement for the construction of
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seven additional u'ansit stations around the city of Winnipeg as described by table 7 and

presented in figure 26. This would aliow the planning section of the u'ansit department to

actively pursue the development of these facilities by entering into negotiations with the

developers and owners of regional and community malls where the proposed station sites

are to deveioped. Also with the commitment to the development of stations for the transit

system would be the allocation of appropriate resources, based on the established f,rnancing

formula prescribed, according to the implementation as outlined in table 6. The city would

request the Provincial Deparrnent of Urban Affairs to become a partner in the development

of these stations and share in their costs as was previously done with Polo Park and

Garden City.

Provincial Responsibility

Financial assistance to the city of Winnipeg for urban transit is provided by the

Deparnnent of Urban Affairs and comes through three separate grant programs: The Urban

Transit Capital Grant, The Innovative Urban Transit Demonstration Projects Grant, and

The Urban Transit Operating Grant. Of these programs it was the Innovative (Jrban

Transit Demonstration Projects Grant that provided the monies for the construction of the

Polo Park and Ga¡den Ciry Transit Stations in i986.

The objective of fhe Innovative Urban Transit Demonstration Projects Grant is to help

increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the n'ansit system in 'Winnipeg in order to

facilitate an increase in ridership. The program grant supports Plan Winnipeg's r'ansit-

containment option and covers 50 percent of the net approved cost of the specified project.

It is from this grant that on-going finærcial support for the proposed Transit Station

Facilities Funding Program would be obtained.
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Tran sit Respon sibility

The role of the Transit Planning Section in this would be to initiate al1 discussion with

the mail developers and owners with the goal of siting a transit u'ansfer station on the mall

properly. All technical aspects of the proposed project would be the responsibility of the

transit planning section, with the cost sharing of the construction of the station carried out

as described by the financing formula in this practicum.

TABLE 7

STATION IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

STATION ROUTES TYPE PRIORiTY

Existing:
Polo Park Cenn'e

Garden City Cenû'e

University of Manitoba

Proposed:
Kildona¡ Place

Southda-le
St. Vita-l Centre
Northdale
Unicity

Forest Pa¡k
Grant Park

Upgrade:
Red River Conrmunity
Coliege

17, 12,21x,22x,24x,
26, 66,'78,79, 97
lJ , r8,77,73
60x, 62x,75,76,78

72, 47x, 48x,75, 87, 90,
92
16, 50, 5r,57x,75
74, 76, 54x, 55, 58x,75,76
71, 47x,85, 90
7I,27x,22x,24x, 66x,
81,82,83
66x,98
64, 66x,78

26, 2J , 28, 66,13

Regional Mall 1986

Regional Mall 1986
Post Secondary 1984/
Educational Inst. 1990

Regional Mall 1997

Communiry Mall 1992
Regional MaJl 1993
Community Mall 1994
Regronal Mall 1995

Community Mail 1996
Community Ma1l 1991

Post Secondary
Educational Inst. 1991
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Considerations in Planning and Design of Staiion Facility Amenities

The following plalning and design guidelines must be viewed as just that; guidelines.

They were developed as an attempt to define those elements that can optimize convienence

and. comfort for the transit passenger while red.ucing any complex and potentially

dangerous situations on route and at the n'ansit station. In developing h'ansit stations it must

be remembered that each station site wili have a unique set of cha¡acteristics which will best

serve ransit riders, the tra¡sit authority, and the shopping mall owner.

Social Aspects

When dealíng with the social aspects of planning ransit stations, the essential point to

remember is that of the user who must use the station on a regular basis. Such factors as a

harsh ciimate, the need to transfer easily between buses, and the concern for safety and

security are a1l elements which influence a passenger's, or a potential passenger's,

perception of a "good" transit system.

Sheiters

RECOMMENDATION THBEE

Transit shelters shoufd be heated, provide rel¡ef from the
wind, have seating available, and schedule information.
These shelters must be located at all transit station sites.

In cities that experience harsh climatic conditions it is importanr to develop a n'ansit

station that is appropriate for conditions existing throughout the four seasons. For example,

Winnipeg's temperature during the winter is beiow an average of 0 degrees celsius five

months ayeaÍ, yet it can top the 30 degrees celsius mark in the summer season. The city

has a annual frost free period of approximately 100 days. As a consequence, Winnipeg is

charactenzed by a wide range in climate. Summers are hot, spring and falI often wet and

damp, while winter experiences periods of heavy sno\¡/ accumulation, the formation of ice,
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and high wind chill vaiues.

Planning for on-site amenities is of importance. The on-site waiting area at the transit

station should provide shelter facilities. The shelter facilities should provide reiief from

wind, have searing available, schedule infonnation, and should be heated to provide some

relief from the cold winter temperaturés. Accordingiy, these facilities should be constructed

of vandal-proof materials so as to continue to be functional for as long as possible before

replacement is necessary.

Information and S i gnage

RECOMMENDATION FOUR

Signs must clearly define the bus stop and routes that
stop there. Directional signs (maps) must also be avaÍlable'
Telephones should be located on site. Pavement textures
defining platform, stop, and pathways should be
incorporated into the design of the station.

Transit stations must have adequate signage that clearly identif,res where the main bus

platform and bus stops are so that passengers can tansfer with a minimum of difficulty and

easily determine their correct route of n'aveI. According to Cantilli and Fruin, the average

human receives most of his/her direct information stimuli through visual means. In fact,

they state, that short-tenn memory experiments have shown that visuai presentation is more

effective than aural presentation.T9

Since the average waiting time for the majoríty of transit patrons will be approximately

10 minutes, then visual presentation of ínformation is desi¡ed. The use of an overall system

map, frequency tabies, schedule posting, large and ciearly marked bus stops, are relativeiy

inexpensive and effective means of communication. However, the means by which the

biind use for finding their way provides alternatives for information dissemination. In

addition to the visual, aural and tactile means must also be incorporated into the station

79 Cantilti, Edmund J., and John J. Fruin. "Informatiorr Systems in Terminais." Traffic Ouarterly. April

1972, p.232.
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design. Telephone information systems to convey schedule information and the texture of

the passenger waiting platforms can assure the passenger finds the right route to his/her

destination.

Communication media must provide essential information that the paü'on can grasp

within seconds, preferably without breaking his/her sü'ide when transferring buses

especially during rush periods. In this context, a secondary information display should be

provided with more detailed signs in case the patron does become disoriented and needs

reassurance about routes and connections at the station. However, the total amount of

information being received by the station passenger is very great. Cantilli and Fmin suggest

that there is a limit to how much a person can interpret at one time, and that limits on certain

types of informaúon - such as a iimit on excess commercial advertisements - are needed.B0

The Polo Pa¡k Transit Station uses larger than normal bus stop signs with giant alpha-

numeric characters to aid passengers in locating their route. Each stop has its own telebus

automated telephone schedule number which provides individual route information. The

choice of both concrete and coloured. inter-locking paving stones help to define the

shopping centre to transit station pathway, as well as bus stops on the platform. At the

Ga¡den City Transit Station, free telephones directly linked with the telebus system

provide parons inside the ma-llwith easily obtained n'ansit schedule information.

Security

RECOMMENDATION FIVE

Architectural features should minimize dark areas and
make the station visible to street and mall security. Vandal-
proof materiats should be used during construction.

It is important that all users of the transit system feel secure on the site of the station,

because rhere will be times when very iittle activity occurring at the faciiity. Sufficient

lighting on the station site at all hours, and a¡chitectural fearures and design that minimizes
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dark areas will help in public and police surveillance of the site. AIso, the adjacent

shopping mall has its own security system which may watch over the activity at the

station.Bl

Economic Justification

RECOMMENDATION SIX

Transit station implementation should be pursued where
high levels of route convergence and transfers occur. Where
possible, stations should be deveIoped in conjunction with
high activity centres and land uses such as regional or
community shopping malls. Development should be a joint
actívity of the mall owner/developer, the transit authority and
a senior Ievel of government.

The primary reason for justifying the implementation of a fansit station at a regional

shopping mall is the optimization of operating costs for the transit authority. Other reasons

include increased benefits for mall patronage and the potential lower capital construction

costs if impiemented under a joint development scheme between n'ansit property, mall

owner, and a senior level of government. However, the main reason is to keep operating

costs minimized while providing u'ansit service to the mall.

The ideal situation is to provide better n'ansit service to regional shopping cenffe at a

minimum cost. Naturally, the building of a transit station would incur a shorl-term

investment, but this investment is returned by a reduction in the numbe¡ of late running

buses due to mj.xed-u'affic operation and traffic congestion at rush periods. Compared to

operating in the parking lot with other traffic, an exclusive transit station offers better on-

time performance of buses while in the shopping centre area. This gives the mall an

increase in patrons (as demonslrated by the Polo Park and Gard.en City Transit Station

Survey in this practicum) and offers minimized operating costs and better delivery of

service for the ffansit authorities.

81 Fruin, J. "Envi¡onmental Factors in Passenger Terminal Design." Transportarion Engineering Journal.

Vol. 98, No. TEl, February, 1912. p.98-99.
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The Technical Councii Committee of the Institute of Transportation Engineers

recommends three points of action for ransit authorities when considering delivery of

better bus sewice to regional shopping malls while also containing increased operating

costs to a bare minimum:

1. Penetrate the shopping cenn'e site with u'ansit service only when the
ma11 building is located at a distance from the street, and when trips by
bus to the shopping mall waffant it. In this case, a route should enter the
síte if 50 percent or more of its riders are destined for the matl.

2.Msntrruze the additional route n'avel time and distance, parricularly for
through routes, when transit penetration is justified. To reduce
rnconvenience to through passengers a maximum additional time of
three minutes and a maximum additional distance of 500 metres (1650
feet) are appropriate. The need for additional vehicles for through routes
are not necessary if these guidelines are followed.

3. Minimize the additional operating when peneû'ation on the mail site is
necessa-ry. This includes negotiating with the malI owner for provision
of on-site amenities and exclusive use of private roadways. If the owner
refuse such measures, but wishes transit service, then request 50
percent of any additional gross operating costs incurred to the site.82

Legal Considerations

Among the legal considerations taken into account when implementing an exciusive

n'ansit station is the obtainment of a fonnal easement from the developer or shopping centre

owner. An easement, by definition, is the right enjoyed by one landowner over the nearby

land of another owner, and is usualiy obtained for a special purpose rather than for the

general use and occupation of land. The holder of a right of way may pass over the land of

another in order to access his/her own property. once an easement is granted to someone,

the future o\¡/ner of the land cannot interfere with his/her right to enjoy that easement.S3

82 Technical Council Committee. "Transit Service to Regional Shopping Cenfes." iTE Jouma1. Juty, 1986,

p.27.
83 Smyth, J.E., and D.A. Soberman. The Law And Business Administration In Canada. Scarborough:

Prentice-Hali Canada Inc., 1983. p.562.
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The term "easement" is also applied to the statutory right that is given to most public

and private utiliry companies. Under statute by law, the utility company has the right to run

pipes, wires, etc., overhead or underground of va¡ious landowners in an area. Because the

utility has the right to regularly maintain their infrastructure by entering onto the various

lands, then this type of arangement closely reflects an easement. However, this

arrangement is not n'uly an easement situation because the utility company normally does

not own tand in the area where its infrastructure traverses, and does not reflect the

dominant tenement and servient tenement arrangement of landowners that is required for a

ü'ue easement.S4

Further considerations are highlighted by the example BC Transit provided surrounding

the placement of its transit exchanges (stations) in Vancouver. Other considerations are that

the transit property is liable for its operations and passenger safety within the easement

where the station is located. Another is that agreement to use the access roadways to

ingress and. egress the station is obtained from the shopping mal1 owner. Finally, the n'ansit

authority be saved hannless for the design features of the development which a¡e outside of

its control.85

As a final note, if the implementation of a nansit station is a joint development between

m¡ltiple parties, such as the Íansit authority, the mall owner, and a senior government

department, then an agïeement defining the responsibilities of each party would have to be

drafted.

Design Options

In most situations the most appropriate t'ansit station design is the oval or rectangular

island. as proposed by Vukan Vuchia, and utilized the most by the cities cited in Chapter 3.

Even though it is recognized that each station site has its own unique set of characteristics,

such as roaclway access and shopping centre setback, the rectangular island offers the

84 ruicl. p. 563.

3'5 Cilcn Loiccsrcr. Scrvicc Planning Managcr. BC Transit. Nov. 22, l9[ì9.
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transit authority the best design in terms of passenger safety and convienence, along with

unobsn-ucted and safe operation of vehicles. The island also cenû'alizes the station function

so that the area can become a strong visible sight in the context of the surrounding

developed area.

Petersen and Braswell offer some general considerations when a u'ansit property plans

for a transit station. They suggest that bus facilities, such as stations at mails, should be

designed to accommodate future changes that may occur in route patterns. The number of

terminating and. through bus routes wilI vary over periods of time and the station should be

able to be adapted such changes. Bus passengers def,rnitely should not be required to cross

any roaclways open to general automobile n-affic unless such a crossing is controlled by

means of signal devises or pedestr-ian crossing. Through routes should be accommodated

in the station only if this action does not complicate the station atea or cause delays of

buses. If this cannot be secured, then "thru-routed" buses should stop on-street by the

station with walking üansfers easily completed..86

Access

RECOMMENDATION SEVEN

Priority of access for safety reasons should be
determined as follows: pedestr¡ans, bus routes by type of
service, taxi service, and finally Park and Ride space for
automobiles.

When determining access to the transit station i.t is important to sort a1l traffic to the

facility by type. The pedesn-ian is given top priority, for safety reasons, when designing the

station. The next order is the transit vehicle which must be sorted by type of vehicle (i.e.

size) and type of route. Again, terminating or local service must be assured a space in the

statiorl, while through routes should only be accommodated if the station space permits.

Roadways surrounding the station should be analyzed to ensure that bus operations are not

86 Pererson, Stephen G., and Robert H. B¡asweil. "Planning and Design Guidelines for Mode T¡ansfer

Facilit-ies." Traffic Ouarterly. htly,1972, p. 408.
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severely harnpered and that scheduie adherence can be maintain in the rush hour periods.

Taxis and other jitney operarions can be afforded some parking space at the station to give

paffons full choice of mobitity when at the station. Parking facilities for ca¡s using the Pa¡k

and Ride concept ar rhe station should be given lowest priority and only allocated if station

space permits.

Bus Bays

RECOMMENDATION EIGHT

The sawtooth bus bay should be employed in all transit
stations, preferably surrounding a oval or rectangular island
(only if the number of bus routes exceeds five).

The sirnplest type of bus loading bay or berth is designed so that all the vehicles line up

ar some desirable spacing; this spacing is determined by the type of operation. If all

vehicles are to move without severe interference, they must be able to position the rear door

close to the curb and. to then move into the û-avel la¡e. This is accomplished either by lining

the buses up in a sn'aight iine along the curb and behind one another, or by incorporating a

sawtooth bus bay design which allows the bus to line its rear door to a ctlrb while having

its back end tailed-out. Passengers can therefore boa¡d and alight the bus at curb leve1 from

the platform and the bus can easiiy move on with very little difficulty.

Timed Transfer Connections

RECOMMENDATION NINE

Time transfer should be implemented only where a

transfer between a infrequent to ¡nfrequent feeder or
infrequent feeder to frequent main lÍne route is essential.
This should be done only at certaín sites throughout the
system.

Synchronized interface is important in situations where a connection between a frequent

and infrequent i'ollte afe essentiai to some transit paÍons. Transfers between two frequent
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roLltes, however, do not entail any iong amount of waiting time. Winnipeg Transit currently

utilizes time transfer at a few key on-sû'eet locations in its systems and should expand this

service to other locations around suburban Winnipeg.

In tercity Carrier Interface

There may be some need to a1low intercity bus carriers to operate into selected n-ansit

stations at regional shopping malls in order to facilitate n'ansfer interface between modes.

Greyhound Lines of Canada Limited, the national intercity bus carrier, would be willing to

allow some of its buses to stop at the Polo Park Transit Station and the proposed

Southdale Transit Station provided there is e.nough room to accomodate them. Greyhound

management felt this situation would be good for passengers from nearby rural Manitoba

towns n'ave1ling to locations in suburban Winnipeg who could a-lso utilize'Winnipeg Transit

to finish their trip, or visa versa. However, management expressed concern over delays of

buses in stations, schedule adherence on runs, and any interference between V/innipeg

Transit and Greyhound buses.87 Grey Goose Bus Lines, Manitoba's regional carriet,

stated that it would not be interested in this type of operation. The reasons for this decision

according to Grey Goose management were: 1. Grey Goose operates a large number of

schedules and uses too many different routes in and out of Winnipeg to effectively utiiize

the suburban û'ansit station stops; 2. Concerns over schedule delays and interference

between intercity and urban n'ansit buses.BS

Context

RECOMMENDATION TEN

The transit station should stand out as a memorable
image.

The siting of transit station facilities must take into account a large number of

factors above and beyond those which are directly associated v/ith the efficient operation of

87 Ga¡ry Peppler. Assistant Regional Manager. Greyhound Lines of Canada Limired. December, i989.

88 KurL Enns. Vicc Prcsiclent and Gcneral Mgr. Grey Goosc Bus Lines (Manitoba) Limìted. Ma¡ch, 1990.
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buses. These include community impact, availability of land resources and context in

relation to the surrounding environment. The design of the n'ansit station facility should be

easily identifiable both as a "foreground" building in the shopping ma-il a¡ea and as part of

the overall transit system. The station facility will be significant in the community - it is

located in a high acúvity area and will independently generate traffic. The usage of the

standard transit system logo elevated on a taIl sign post and the colour and the materials

utilized in construction of the station area should leave the both the u'ansit patron and

passing pubiic with a distinct image.

RECOMMENDATION ELEVEN

The City of Winnipeg should adopt and ¡mplement planning
principles which encourage transit friendly goats and
o b ject Ives.

The City of 'Winnipeg through the Environmental Planning Department, Streets and

Transportation Department, and the Transit Department would pursue the implementation

of officiai and secondary plans which recommend land use mixes and urban forms that

support a high density of development in clusters around transit station areas, and promote

the development of self contained neighbourhoods that are condusive to increased t¡ansit

ridership. In specific, density bonuses could be used to encourage private developers to

cost share û'ansit infrastructure and projects.

Summary of Options

To conclude this chapter, two possible actions surrounding the implementation of

transit stations in Winnipeg are reviewed. The two options offer two different approaches

to the design and development of stations along with two different operating schemes for

Winnipeg Transit at these facilities. The two options employ the general guidelines outlined

earlier in this chapter for design of station.
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Option A

Option A would. have Winnipeg Transit operating ali of their terminating routes and

through main line routes running into a stalion sited at a regional shopping mall' This

would, mearr that the terminating and feeder bus routes would be located on a central

rectangular island in the station area, and the main iine through routes located in bus bays

encircling the outer edge of the station area. Time transfer would be employed between

infrequent feeder to infrequent feeder bus routes. Main line Haul and terminating and feeder

routes would ali operate into the large station. The design of the station in this Option

would foiiow all of the general guidelines outiined in this chapter of the practicum.

Examples of this type of uansit station were found in the Westwood Mall Station in

Mississuaga, the Terminus Les Saules in Québec City, and the Sóuthgate Transit Centre in

Edmonton.

FIGURE 31
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Option B

Option B would have the Winnipeg Transít system operating just their terminating

routes into a st¿tion sited. at a regional shopping mall. This would mean that the terminating

and feeder bus routes would be located on a cenü'aL rectanguiar island in the station area-

Time ü-ansfer would be employed between infrequent feeder to infrequent feeder bus

routes. Only the terminating and feeder bus routes would operate into this moderately size

station, with main iine ¡oute stopping on-sh'eet nearby the station in order to facilitate

n-ansfers and shopping centr'e access. The design of the station in this Option would follow

all of rhe general guidelines outlined in this chapter of the practicum. Examples of this type

of u.ansit starion were found in the Polo Park Station in Winnipeg, the Square One Station

in Mississuaga, and the Brentwood Mali Exchange in Burnaby.

FIGURE 32
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

"since one kind of communicarion can substìtute for another, q circularion
plan seeks an optimum balance of modes, not blind relíance on a single one."

Kevin Lynch and Gary Hack, Site Planning, 1986;193

This practicttm has examined the placement of exclusive public transit stations at

regional cotnmercial shopping malis. The investigation of existing station iocations in the

city of Winnipeg, and in the cities of Vancouver, Edmonton, Mississuaga, Ottawa and

Québec City. An evaluation of current station planning practices ancl implementation was

done with the review of basic planning and design principles involved, and with the

utilization of passenger and operator surveys.

Secondiy, the practicum âssumed that there is an underlying link between mass

transportation and land use in Canadia¡r cities. This linkage was expiored briefly in Chapter

2 and further developed throughout the practicum by stud.ying case examples from other

Canadian cities where station development and land use were closely linked. The

Implernentation and Recommendations contained in Chapter 5 proposed to recognize this

linkage by having aii transit stations proposed for Winnipeg to be located at regional

shopping malis which a¡e in essence high activity cenû'es or "regional town centres."

This pracricum does not attempt to design the "best" station layout or advocate a "final"

design that can be applied to every situation in every city. Rather, it attempts to identify

planning and design guidelines which can be used to aid transit planners in deveioping

stations for their systems. Although the investigation and recornmend.ations have iargely

related to the Winnipeg situation, there are general concepts in station planning and design

which may be utilized by other cities across North America.
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A summary of the planning and design guidelines outlined in this pracricum are:

Policy:

That the adoption of the Transit station Facilities Funding program

by the City of Winnipeg and supported by the P¡ovincial Departrnent of Urban

Affairs.

System:

Transit station implementation shouid be pursued where high levels of route

convergence and h-ansfers occur. 'Where possible, stations should be developed

in conjunction with high activity centres and land uses such as regional or

community shopping malls. Development should be a joint activiry of the mall

owner/developer, the transit authority and a senior 1evel of government.

That Winnipeg Transit actively begin pursuing developmenr of seven transit

stations around the city of Winnipeg in co-operation with the owner/d.evelopers

of regional and community shopping malls nearby these proposed. sites. These

stations should be built at the rate of one per year starting in 1991 and ending in
1997.

In conjunction with starion development, 'winnipeg Transit should make

necessary route modifications so that a circumferential route utilizing 9 of the 11

fina-i station iocations in the city could be implemented.

That all n'ansit stations and their locations be clearly ma¡ked on furure issues of
the Winnipeg Transit Route Map and Service Guides.
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Land use:

The City of V/innipeg should adopt and implement planning principles

which encourage transit friendly goals and objecrives.

Amenities:

Transit shelters should be heated, provide relief from the wind, have seating

avaiiable, and schedule information. These shelters must be located at all tra¡sit

station sites.

Signs must clea¡ly define the bus stop and routes that stop there. Direcrional

signs (maps) must also be available. Teiephones should be located on site.

Pavement textures defining platform, stop, and pathways should be

incolporated into the design of the srarion.

Architecrural features should minimize dark areas and make the station visible

to street and mali security. Vandal-proof materials should be used during

construction.

The ransit station should stand out as a memorable image.

Priority of access for safety reasons should be determined as foliows:

pedestrians, bus routes by type of service, taxi service, and finally park and

Ride space for automobiies.

The sawtooth bus bay should be employed in all transit starions, preferably

surrounding a oval or rectangular island (only if the number of bus routes

exceeds five).

Time transfer shouid be implemented oniy where a transfer between a

infrequent to infrequent feeder or frequent main line to infrequent feeder route.
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The continued usage and Lrtility of exclusive transit stations and terminals can be

projected ínto Winnipeg's furure, as thb operation of a bus-based n'ansit system will remain

the norm. Only siight variations in this type of system are likely to occur in the next ten

years, such as the change of motive fuel f¡om diesel to methanoi (currently under tesr in

Winnipeg and Lethbridge by the Federal Department of Energy, Mines and Resources) or

elecn-icity (as was planned for j.n an 1982 consultants study for Winnipeg Transit for the

conversion year 1987). Other variations that are likeiy to occur wili be the use of innovative

n-ansit vehicles, such as the articulated (60 foot) bus, in addition to the standard 40 foot bus

in use today.

A switch to a fixed guideway system, such as light rail or heavy rail trains, is unlikely

to occtìr in Winnipeg's futnre transit transportation plan. The use of the busway concept

and exclusive bus lanes,whether curb side or centre median in orientation as were described

in Pian 'Winnipeg, will be the choice mode of rapid transit adopted for the future.The

Southwest Transit Corridor (Busway) along with the downtown Graham Avenue Transit

Mall are expected to be consfucted between 1993 and 1994. Exclusive bus lanes on

Poltage Avenue and Main Street are expected to be implemented also around 1993 a¡d

1994.

The variations and changes to Winnipeg's ü'ansit system as described above can be

integrated quite easiiy with the current u'ansit station designs. With the conversion of

motive fuel, methanol powered buses will require no modification to the cuffent u-ansit

station planning and design practices in Winnipeg. However the use of the 60 foot
ar.ticulated bus fo¡ irigher, eapaoity and lower operating oosts wiii require that t¡ansit statlon

bus bays be changed to accommodate the larger vehicles. If the inû'oduction of trolley or

elecrrically powered buses becomes feasible then nansit staúons will have to accommodate

the overhead wire infrasu-ucture that goes along with this type of technology. The busway,

exclr:sive bus 1ane, and transit station concepts can ail be linked into improving the

operation of the Winnipeg Transit System as a whole, and together provide a better quality

of service deljvered to the users of the system.
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The Planning of public ftansportation in conjunction with land use planning presents

the opportunity to improve our cities, our mobility and our quality of life. The opportunity

for transit planners to move in this direction rests with their ability to re-enforce the norion

that a more balanced u'ansportation system for the city of the future is important. Clearly,

n'ansit planners will have to achieve that goal by implementing va¡ious actions that deiiver

better û'ansit service to the population, It is hoped that this practicum will be useful to borh

practicing professionals and to students of city planning who wish to ensure the continued

development of public transit in the urba¡ envi¡onment.
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APPEI.{DIX A
Procedure for station circulation

facilities analysis

The following steps suggest a procedure to ar¡ive at conceptual plans for
the circulation facilities needed at at Íansit station:

Step 1. Evaluate the raw data to determine if the walk u'ips from zones close
to the station have in fact shown up as walks. Sometimes network sensitivity in
computer processing is not great enough to get true mode selection from ciose-in
zones.

Step 2. Using the nerwork loadings, after the close-in waik nips are
removed, determine the number of buses required in the peak hour. An appropriate
assumplion is to divide üre number of passengers at the maximum load point by 50,
thus giving an average load factor for the hour of 100 percent (assuming 40 foot [12
mctrcl buscs).

step 3. Prepare a sketch showing fJre number of buses on each preriminary
route that enters and leaves the stalion.

step 4. Evaluate the loadings on the bus routes at the station by comparing
the loadings along a route to see if there is reasonable simiiariry of vehicle requirements
aJong the route, to see if some routes might better be terminated rather routed through,
and to sec if some different route combinations might give more uniform loadings.
Adjust routes accordingly in conjunction with bus operalions speciaiists.

step 5. Test va¡ious roulings for bringing buses into the station a¡ea,
considering di¡ecrion of path, sreet pattem and need for changes, and u.affic volumes.

Step 6. Test va¡ious concept pians for the stalion area to achieve the best
balancc of ûre guidelines prcscnted ea¡lier, considering the relative importance of each
type of traffic and the possible traffic patterns.

Step 7. Workback and forth berween steps 5 and 6 to achieve the
configuration of facilities which comes closet to meeting the needs without excessive
impacts on the surrounding area.

Step B. 
'Work with architect and other agencies to develop final station plan.

SOTIRCE: Petersen, Stephen G. and Robert H. Brasweil, "Planning and Design Guideiines for Mode

Transfer Faciiities," Traffic Ouarterlv ,Iuly 1972, p. 4I7 -418.
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APPEhIDIX B
Survey forms

Winn ip e g Tra ns iI S ta tio n Bo a rding¡¡¡ g¡¡¡ g-ç6,n¡
Date:
Location:.._-
Weather:

Route:
Checker:

Scheduied Ar. Time Acnral A¡. Time



^ì

-l

dUMII\-É THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE

Dcparrmenr of Ciry Plannin¡

February 2,1990

To whom it may concern:

The following survey is designed to eva-luate the Polo Park and Garden City transit
stations in order to improve the operationai effectiveness of u'ansit at regional shopping

malls in Winnipeg. The survey was prepared by Alex Regiec, a Master's student in the

City Planning program at the University of Manitoba.

By participating in this survey you will help Alex in his resea¡ch into ransit stations in

Winnipeg. The results from this suwey will be used in his practicum, and wiil be used to

develop policies for the improvement and futun'e implementation of ransit stations in
Winnípeg. The survey takes approximately five to ten minutes to complete, and can be

mailed back to Alex in the self-add¡essed stamped envelope included with this letter.

Thank-you for your time and co-operation.

Sincereiy,

Basil lt{. Rotoff
Professor
Dept. of City Planning
Univeristy of Manitoba

William B. Menzies
Supt. of Transit Planning
City of Winnipeg Transit System
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Po[o Fank and Ganden Gnty

Tnansrt-Tnansf cn Statton Study

Operator's Survey
ffi

This study has bcen underuking to determine how effective the Polo Park and Garden City trarsit

stations have bccn in improving transit opcraúons at regional shopping malls. The purpose of this survcy is

dcLcrminc tic stations' opcrational clfcclivcncss from the view of t]re d¡ivcrs who use tiem.

This survey was dcvclopcd by Alcx Rcgicc, a Master's Student in tt-," City Planning Program at the

University of Maniroba. This survcy wili bc used in his resea¡ch work into transit stations.

Plcase answcr cach of thc qucstìons by circling one of the numbers that besL rcpresents your answer.

i'.xanrple:

12. Atc thcrc any conflics witJr automobilc t¡aflic at this site?

Noconllics 1 2 O 4 5 Manyconflics

Aftcr you have finished this quesúonnaire, please renrm by simply placing it into tlre self-add¡ess

srampcd envclop providcd and drop it into the nea¡est mail box.

Section A: The Polo Park Transit Station

I . Does this station help you to maintain your schedule during rush hours?

VeryhelpfLrl | 2 3 4 5 Nothelpful

2. How r¡'ould you rate entering and exiting this station?

EasyI 2 3 4 5 Diffrcult

if it is difflcult, then please describe briefly:

Please turn to next page..
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3. Are rhcrc any conllicrs u,irh a'rorloLrile raffic ar this sire?
nNoconflicts I 2 3 4 5 Manyconflicts

If there are many conflicts, then pìease describe briefl¡r:

4. Do you find that ulost passengers and pedesn'ians obey the designated crosswaLlis in
the station area?

Observe 1 2 3 4 5 Donorobserve

5. Do you feel the station is safe for both passenger a¡d bus traffic operation?
Verysafe I 2 3 4 5 Notsafe

Section B: The Garden City Transit Station

6. Does this starion help you to maintain your schedule during rush hours?
Veryhelpful 1 2 3 4 5 Norhetpful

I . How would you rate entering and exiting this station?
EasyI 2 3 4 5 Difficutt

If it is difficult, then please describe briefly:

8. A¡e there any conflicrs with automobile n-affic at this site?
Noconflicts I Z 3 4 5 Manyconflicts

If there a_re many conflicts, then please descr-ibe briefly:

Please turn to next page...
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9. Do you find thlt nlost pltssengers and pedestrians obc¡, the desienated cross*,alks ìn
the station area?

Observe 1 2 3 4 -5 Donotobserve

10. Do you feel the station is safe for both passenger and bus n-affic operaúon?
Verysafe 1 2 3 4 5 Notsafe

Additional Comnrents you mav have about the t¡ansit starions at polo park a¡d Garden
City:

Optio nal:

1. NAME:
2. Number of years

with Winnipeg Transit:

Thank--vou for participating in this ¡esearch.
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Articulated Bus -

Bus Lane -

Busway

Direct Operating

Cost -

Express Service -

Level of

Mode -

Service -

Park and Ride -

Glossary
of Transít System Terms

an extra-long (60 foot/l8m) bus with rhe rear bod,y section

connected to the main body by a joint mechanism which allows

the vehicle to bend in curves and has a continuous interior.

a tr-affic lane on-street for exclusive use by buses.

entire roadway reserved for buses only.

Ail the expenses incur¡ed as a result of the system operation

includin g salaries, \¡/ages, services, materials, utilities, liability

costs, licenses, taxes and miscellaneous (net of recoveries).

transit line with long spacings between stations and/or stops that

has high operating speed, and serves long trips. Operates on rhe

same street or right-of-way as iocal service.

overall measure of all service cha¡acteristics that affect users.

a transit system category cha¡acterized by specific technological

and operational features. Examples: Local street bus, Busway,

Rail rapid ransit.

when ransit passenger drives to a transit station and parks

his.her automobile in the station's parking lot and finishes trip

by û'ansit to destination.
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Productivity - the quantity of transportation output per unit of consumed

resource. Exampie: Passenger Kilomeu'es per unit costs of
I

operatlon.

Revenue Passenegrs - Revenue passengers are defined as passengers riding oneway

from a point of origin to a final destination within the service

a¡ea of the tr-ansít system being used.

Revenue Vehicle

Hours - Total number of hours actually operated by revenue vehicles

during a full year in regular passeneger service including

scheduled and unscheduled hours but excluding hours

consumed by deadheading, maintainence and raining purposes

as well as cont¡act and charter services.

Revenue Vehicle

Kilometres - The number of kilometres travelled by the active revenue

vehicles for the fulI year while in regular passenger service

EXCLUDING deadheading, maintainence and training

kilomeû'es, and auxiliary serqice kilometres.

off-sfeet, sometime on-street, at-grade facility for stopping of

transit vehicles to board and alight passengers. Usuaily has

piatform, sheltered waiting area, information, and related

facilities.

on-street location where transit vehicles pause to pick-up and

discharge passengers enroute. It has a sign and basic schedule

informatioil with sometimes a shelter and a bench.

Station -
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Total Vehicle

Kilometres -

Transfer -

Total number of kilometres travelled by the active revenue

vehicles for the full year INCLUDING deadheading,

maintainence and training kilometres, and auxiliary service

kilometres.

change between vehicles of the same or different modes (intra-

and inter- modal respectiveiy) in the course of passenger travel.
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Transit centers l<ey tc passenger f low
Twelve years ago, the Orange County Transit District

(CCTD)embarked on an ambitious campaign to construct
e network of transit centers throughout the cr:unty. The
centers would serve as anchor points for transit service
in areas of the county where travel demand is th,e
l^,ighest. I n addition, f uture opportunities for joint devel-
oÞment with the private sector could be served by usìng
thc air-rights or adjacent land where appropriate.

When building a transit center, OCTD keeps several
ìlrings in mind. Along with providing a focal point for
transit service in major activity centers around the
county, the transit centers provide a safe, clean and
conrfortable area forwaiting and transf errinçj passengers
and also auto parking for carpoolers and transit patrons.
ln addition, the district interfaces with other transporta-
tion systems such as Amtrak, Southern Calif ornia Rapid'i;'ensit District (SCRTD), intercity and airport bus
services.

Currently, OCTD has four existing trans¡t centers
op;;r'ating within the county. They are:
" Fullerton Transit Center: Located in downtown Fulier-

rJírn near the existing Amtrak station, this facility was
ieveloped in conjunction with the city's redc-
velopment efforts. Three OCTD routes ancl Amtrak
serve this facility.

" Laguna Beach Transit Center: Located in downtown
l-aguna Beach, this facility provides space for two
OCTD routes, three Laguna Beach Municipal Transit
Lines routes and Greyhound.

. Santa Ana Transit Center: This facility, cornpleted in
early 1 984, is easily OCTD's busiest center. Sixteen of
OCTD's routes and one SCRTD route serve the center.
lviore than 10.000 passengers are served daily. The
OCTD parking structure adjacent to the terminal
provides parking for bus riders, carpoolers, civic
{lenter employees and visitors.'A private developer
lias completed construction of a six-story off ice build-
ing above the termlnel.

The Santa Ana Transit Center is OCTD,s busiest center. ¡six-story office building is situated above the center.
. Laguna HillsTransportation Center: Located adjacent

to the Laguna Hills Mall. this facility '¡¡as opened in
March 1987. lt serves f ive OCTD routes and more
than 1,OOO passengers per day. There is àlso parking
for approximately 1BO cars.
ln additiôn to operating transit centers, the district

has also coordinated with Caltrans in the development
of park-and-ride lots for carpoolers and transit riders.
They are located in Fullerton near the intersection of
lnterstate 5 and the Riverside Freeway, in Orange west
of the Costa Mesa Freeway and north of the Mall of
Orange, in Fullerton on Magnolia, just south of the
Fullerton Park-and-Ride and in San _ruan Capistrano
eaSt of the Sãn Diego Freeway.

By building transit centers a nd working with Ca ltra ns
in coordinating park-and-ride lots. OCTD is spending
taxpayers' dollars in a way that provides a significant
benefit to the traveling public. OCTD's Santa Ana
terminal is the best example of this. priorto the opening
of the terminal. the central county transfer point for
OCTD routes was the corner of Sixth and Flower streets
near the civic center. lt was contributing to an already_
congested al'ea. Now, traffic in downtown Santa Ana
f lows more smoothly and passengers have a secure and
comfortable waiting arêa. The terminalwas a necessity,
as OCTD carries 1 0 percent of the peak-hour traff ic into
and out of downtown Santa Ana.

The transit center program will expand considerably
in the next few years. Currently, OCTb has three tra nsit
centers in the design phase: the Golden West Transpor_
tation Center, located near Golden West College; the
Newport Center Transportation Center, located in the
Newport Center commercial/office developmenU and
the Huntington CenterTransportation Center located on
Pacific Coast Highway and Lake Street.

ln addition, sites in Orange. San Clemente, Brea and
f rvine are being considered as potential locations for
OCTD transit centers. H

Th r; Lagr.rna Hills Transportation Center include.j a park_arrd_:'ìl: l¿t-




